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COMMUNICATION APPARATUS AND COMMUNICATION METHOD

FOR MULTI-LINK PEER TO PEER COMMUNICATION

5 BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

[0001] Thc prcscnt embodiments gcncrally rclatc to conununication apparatuses, and

10 more particularly relate to methods and apparatuses for multi-link peer to peer

communication.

2. Description of the Related Art

1S [0002] In today's world, communication devices are expected to wirelessly operate

with the same capabilities as wired computing devices. 1'or example, a user expects to

bc able to seamlessly watch a high definition movie streamed to the user's wireless

communication device. This presents challenges for communication devices as v,ell as

the access points to which thc communication devices wirclessly connect.

20

[0003] The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 group has

recently formed thc 802.11 Task Group /TG) to address these challcngcs. Multi-link

operation in the 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz and 6GHx frequency bands has been identified as a

key candidate technology for such communication. Multi-channel aggregation over
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multiple links is a natural way to create multi-fold increase in communication data

throughput.

[0004] In order to enable such multi-link operations between an access point (AP1

5 multi-link device (MLD) and a non-AP MLD, multi-link setup may be performed over

one of the supported links to establish association for affiliated stations (STAsl in onc

or more links.

[0005] However, there has been no discussion so far concerning multi-link peer to

10 pccr communication betwccn non-AP MLD STAs or bctwccn a non-AP MLD and a

legacy STA.

[0006] There is thus a need for a communication apparatus and a communication

method that can solve the above-mentioned issues. Furthcnnorc, other desirable

IS features and characteristics will become apparent from the subsequent detailed

dcscriptton and the appended claims, taken in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings and this background of the disclosure.

SUMMARY

20

[0007] Non-limiting and exemplary embodiments facilitate providing communication

apparatuses and communication methods for multi-link peer-to-peer communication.
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[0008] In a first aspect, the present disclosure provides a communication apparatus of

a plurality of communication apparatuses affiliated with a first multi-link device

(IvlLD), each of the plurality of communication apparatuses operating in a

concsponding link of the first MLD, thc communication apparatus comprising:

circuitry, which in operation, generates a request frame, the request frame heing one oi'

discovery request frame to discover a peer-to-peer communication capability of

another communication apparatus, or a setup request frame to rcqucst setup of onc or

more direct links, the ivquest frame carrying a multi-link (ML) indication identifying

that thc communication apparatus is affiliated with thc lust MLD; and a transmitter.

10 which in operation, transmits the request frame in a link.

[0009] In a second aspect, the present disclosure provides an access point (AP) of a

plurality of APs affiliated with an AP MLD, each of the plurality of APs operating in a

I S corresponding link of the AP MLD, the AP comprising: a receiver, which in operation,

receives in a link, from an associated conununication apparatus affiliated with an MLD,

a Data frame with a Destinaiion Address (DA) field set to another associated

communication apparatus that is not affiliated with an MLD; circuitry, which in

operation, sets a source address (SA) field of the Data frame as a MAC address of the

20 associated communication apparatus; and a transmitter, which in operation, transmits

thc Data frame to thc other associated cominunication apparatus.

[0010] In a third aspect. the present disclosure provides a communication method

comprising: generating a request Iramc, ihc rcqucsi frame being onc of a discovery

2S request frame to discover a peer-to-peer communication capability of a communication
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apparatus, or a setup request frame to request setup of one or more direct links, the

request frame carrying an ML indication identifying dutt another communication

apparatus transmitting the request frame is affiliated with an MLD; and transmitting the

request frame in a link.

[0011] Additional benefits and advantages of thc disclosed cmbodimcnis will bccomc

apparent from the specification and drawings. The benefits and/or advantages may be

individually obtained by ihc various cmbodimcnts and fcaturcs of thc specification and

10 drawings. which need not all be provided in order to obtain one or more ol'such benefits

and/or advantages.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

1S [0012] The accompanying figures, where like reference numeralsrefer to identical or

functionally similar elcmcnis throughout the separate views and which together with

the detailed description below are incorporated in and form pari of the specification.

serve to illustrate various embodiments and to explain various principles and

advantages in accordance v:ith present embodiments.

20

[0013] Fig. 1 depicts a tunneled direct-link setup between tv:o non-AP (access point)

stations (STAs) associated with an AP in a basic service sei (BSS).

[0014] I'ig. 2A depicts a method for TDLS discovery pcrformcd using Tunneled

25 Direct Link Setup (TDLS) Discovery frames.
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[0015] Fig. 2B depicts another method for TDLS discovery performed by exchanging

Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) Request/Response frames over the direct path

between two STAs.

[0016] Fig. 3 depicts a flow diagram illustrating a TDLS setup in an off-channel in a

6 GHz hand.

[0017] Fig. 4 shows a configuration ol'an Access Point (AP) multi-link device (MLD).

[0018] Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram illustrating communications between APs

al'filiated with an AP-MLD and a non-MLD STA and STAs affiliated with a non-AP

MLD.

15 [0019] Fig. 6A depicts a schematic diagram illustrating conununications between two

non-AP MI.Ds associated with a non-MI,D AP.

[0020] Fig. 6B depicts a schematic diagram illustrating communications bctwcen two

non-AP MLDs associated with an AP MLD.

20

[0021] Fig. 6C depicts a schematic diagram illustrating communications between a

non-AP MLD and a non-MLD STA associated with a non-MLD AP.

[0022] Fig. 6D depicts a schematic diagram illustrating communications between a

25 non-AP MLD and a non-MLD STA associated with an AP MLD.
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[0023] Fig. 7 depicts a t1ow diagram illustrating a setup of direct links between two

non-AP MLDs by using single link via an associated AP or AP MLD according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure.

5 [0024] Fig. 8 depicts an cxamplc use case of a setup of direct links in onc link by

using another link for home video conference using mobile phone and TV.

[0025] Fig. 9 shows an example conl'iguration of a commumcation apparatus in

accordance with the present disclosure.

10

[0026] Fig. 10 shows a flow chart illustrating a communication method in accordance

with the present disclosure.

[0027] Fig. 11 depicts an example TDLS multi-link (ML1 element according to an

15 embodiment of the present disckasure,

[0028] Fig. 12 shows an example I'onnat of an Ethcrtypc 89-Od data frame used to

cany a TDLS Discovery Request trame and a Link Identifier Element of the TDLS

Discovery Request frame.

20

[0029] Fig. 13 shows an example format ol'DLS Discovery Response frame

according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0030] Fig. 14 shows an example I'otmat ol'Ethcrtype 89-Od data frame used to can&

25 a TDLS Setup frame according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
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[0031] Fig. 15 depicts a flow chart illustrating communications between two non-AP

MLDs via a non-MLD AP for multi-link peer-to-peer communication according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure.

5 [0032] Fig. 16 depicts a flow chart illusiradng communications between iwo non-AP

MLDs via a non-MLD AP for multi-link peer-to-peer communication according to an

cmbodimcni of thc prcscnt disclosure.

[0033] Fig. 17 depicts a flow chart illustrating communications between a non-AP

10 MLD and a non-MLD STA (STA3) via a non-MLD AP for multi-link peer-to-peer

communication according to an embodiment of thc prcscnt disclosure.

[0034] Fig. 18 depicts a flow chart illustrating communications between a non-AP

MLD and a non-MLD STA (STA3) via a non-MLD AP for multi-link peer-to-peer

15 communication according to another ernbodituent of the present disclosure.

[0035] Fig. 19 depicts a 1'low chart illustrating communications between a non-AP

MLD and a non-MLD STA (STA3) via a non-MLD AP for multi-link peer-to-peer

communication according io yet another cmbodimcni of the present disclosure.

20

[0036] Fig. 20 depicts a flow chart illustrating an address setting process for an MLD

according to an cmbodimcnt of thc present disclosure.

[0037] Fig. 21 depicts a flow chart illustrating communications between two non-AP

25 MLDs via a non-MLD AP for multi-link pccr-to-pccr communication according to an

embodiment ol'he present disclosure.
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[0038] Fig. 22A depicts an example format of a Fast BSS Transition (FTE)element.

[0039] Fig. 22B depicts an example fotmat of a Link Identifier Element.

[0040] Fig. 23A depicts an example format of data frune transmitted over a direct

link between two non-AP MLDs.

[0041] Fig. 23B depicts an example MLD MAC address based ADD constmction

10 used I'or encapsulation or dccapsulation of frames under a counter mode with Cipher

Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol (CCMP) or a Galois/Counter

Mode Protocol (GCMP).

[0042] Fig. 23C depicts an cxamplc MLD MAC address based ixonce construction

18 2340 used for encapsulation or decapsulation of frames under a counter mode with

CCMP or GCMP.

[0043] Fig. 24 depicts a. flow chart illustrating multi-link peer-to-peer

communications between two non-AP MLDs associated with an AP MLD according to

20 an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0044] I'ig. 23 shows an example format of an Ethertype 89-0d data frame used to

cat7y a TDLS Channel Switch Rcqucst frame according to an cmbodimcnt of thc

present disclosure.

25
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[0045] Fig. 26 depicts a flow chart illustrating setup of Quiet time period for multi-

link peer-to-peer communications bctwecn two non-AP MLDs associated with an AP /

AP MLD according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

5 [0046] Fig. 27 shows an example format of a Quiet Time Period (QTP)

Request/Response frame.

[0047] Fig. 28 depicts a flow chart illustrating setup of Target Wake Time periods for

multi-link peer-to-peer communications between two non-AP MLDs associated with

I 0 an AP / AP MLD according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0048] Fig. 29 shows an example format of a Target Wake Time (TWT) Setup frame

and a TWT Element of the TWT Setup frame..

15 [0049] Fig. 30A shows an example format ol an ANQP Request frame.

[0050] Fig. 30B shows an example format of an ANQP Response frame.

[0051] Fig. 30C shows an example format of a TDLS Capability ANQP Element that

20 is used io carry Multi-link TDLS capabilities.

[0052] Fig. 31 shows an example I'ortuat of a Link Identifier Element included in

TDI,S Discovery Request frame as an Ml. indication.

25 [0053] Fig. 32 shows an example conttguration of a communication device and two

communication apparatuses afliliated with ihe cotmnunication dcvicc. The
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communication device is implemented as an non-AP MLD and each of the affiliated

communication apparatuses may bc implcmcnted as an STA configured for multi-link

peer-to-peer communication in accordance with the present disclosure.

5 [0054] Fig. 33 shows an example configuration of a communication device and two

communication apparatuses affiliated with the communication dcvicc. Thc

communication device is implemented as an AP MLD and each ol'he afl'iliated

communication apparatuses may bc implemented as an AP configured for multi-link

pccr-to-pccr communication in according with thc prcscnt disclosure.

10

[0055] Skilled artisans will apprcciatc that clcmcnts in thc figures arc illustrated for

simplicity and clarity and have not necessarily been depicted to scale. For example, the

dimensions ol some of the clcmcnts in the illustrations, block diagrams or 1]owcharts

may be exaggerated in respect to other elements to help an accurate understanding of

15 the present embodintents.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0056] The following detailed description is merely exemplary in nature and is not

20 intended to limit the emboditnents or the application and uses of the embodiments.

Furthcrmorc, there is no intention to bc bound by any theory prcscntcd in the preceding

Background or this Detailed Desctiption. Futxhermore, other desirable features and

characteristics will become apparent from thc subsequent dctailcd description and the

appended claims. taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and this

25 background of the disclosure.
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[0057] In thc context of IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) tcchnologics, a station, which is

interchangeably referred to as a STA, is a communication apparatus that has the

capability to usc thc 802.11 protocol. Based on thc IEEE 802.11-2016 delinition, a

5 STA can be any device that contains an IEEE 802.11-conformant media access

control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) interface to the wireless medium (WM).

[0058] For example, a STA may bc a laptop, a desktop personal computer (PC), a

personal digital assistant (PDA), an access point or a Wi-Fi phone in a wireless

IO local area network (WLAN) environment. The STA may bc fixed or mobile. In thc

WLAN environment, the terms "SIA", "wireless client", 'user", "user device",

and "node" are often used interchangeably.

[00591 Likev'ise, an AP, which may be interchangeably referred to as a wireless

15 access point (WAP) in thc context of IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) technologies, is

a communication apparatus that allows STAs in a WLAN to connect io a wired

network. The AP usually connects to a router (via a wired network) as a standalone

device. but ii can also be integrated with or employed in the router.

20 [0060) As mentioned above, a STA in a WLAN may work as an AP at a different

occasion, and vice versa. This is bccausc communication apparatuses in thc context

ol'EEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) technologies may include both STA hardware components

and AP hardware components. In this manner, the communication apparatuses may

switch bctwccn a STA mode and an AP mode, based on actual WLAN conditions

25 and/or requirements.
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[00611 In various embodiments ol'the present disclosure, a multi-link device (MLD)

may refer to a device that operates in two or more frequency bands or links (2 4 GHz,

0 GHz or 6 GHz). The MLD may comprise two or more communication apparatus

5 conesponding to the two or more links, each operating in a specific frequency hand or

link. For the sake of simplicity, each link of an MLD shown in thc present disclosure

relates io one of many communication apparatuses affiliated with the MLD which is

primarily configured to operate in a specific frequency band (2.4 GHz, 5 GHz or 6 GHz)

io transmit/rcccivc signals to/from another communication apparatus thai is noi

10 affiliated with the MLD operating also in that specific frequency hand.

[0062) In various embodiments of the present disclosure, a non-MLD STA may refer

to a legacy (HE/YHT/HT) STA or EHT STA that is not atTiliatcd with a non-AP MLD.

Similarly, a non-MLD AP may refer to an EHT AP that is not al'filiated with an AP

15 MLD.

[0063] In various embodiments of the present disclosure, the term "L2 MAC address"

refers to the MAC address of a transmitting/receiving STA or AP; whereas the term

"MLD MAC address'* refers to the MAC address that represents the MLD. For the sake

20 of simplicity, a letter "lVI" may be appcndcd to a device name (c.g. STA, AP or MLD)

to denote as the MAC address ol'he device. For example, the MLD MAC addresses of

an AP MI.D and a non-AP MI,D are denoted as "AP-MI,D-M'nd "STA-MI,D-M"

rcspectivcly. When there are iwo non-AP MLDs named under "non-AP MLDI" and

"non-AP MLD2", their MLD MAC addresses will be denoted as 'STA-MLDI-M" and

25 "STA-MLD2-M" respectively. Similarly, the MAC addresses of an AP and a STA are

denoted as "AP-M" and "STA-M" respectively When there are two APs and two STAs
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named under "AP1", "AP2", "STA1" and "STA2", their MAC addresses will be

denoted as "AP I-M", "AP2-M", "STAl-M" and "STA2-M" respectively.

[0064] A similar denotation is applied to IP addresses in the prcscnt disclosure. In

5 particular, letters "P" are appended to a device name (e.g. STA, AP or MLD) to denote

as the IP address of the device. For extunplc, thc IP addresses of an AP MLD and a non-

AP MLD are denoted as "AP-MLD-IP" and "STA-MLD-IP" respectively When there

are two non-AP MLDs named under 'non-AP MLD1*'nd "non-AP MLD2", their IP

addresses will be denoted as 'STA-MLDI-IP" and "STA-MLD2-IP" respectively

10 Similarly, the IP addresses of an AP and a STA (v hether affiliated with an MLD or

not) are denoted as "AP-IP" and "STA-IP'espectively. When there are two APs and

two STAs named under "AP1", "AP2", "STAI" and "STA2", their IP addresses will

be denoted as "AP1-IP", "AP2-IP", "STA1-IP" and "STA2-IP" respectively.

15 [0065] In various crnbodimcnts of the present disclosure, a data frame may be used

and exchanged between STAs and APs to resolve ARP / ND queries. A data frame may

comprise a Recipient Address (RA) field, a Transmitter Address (TA) field, a

Destination Address (DA) I'ield and/or a Source Address (SA) ltcld. The RA field states

the MAC address of the next immediate recipient the data frame is being sent to. The

20 TA field states the MAC address of the immediate sender that transmits the data frame.

Thc DA field states ihc MAC address of thc dcstinaiion of ihc data I'ramc. Thc SA field

states the MAC address of the original sender of the data frame.

[0066] To resolve an ARP query, the data frame may further carry an ARP message

25 (ARP Rcqucst or ARP Reply) comprising a Source Hardware (Src. Hw.) field. a Source

IP (Src. IP) field, a Target Hardwtue (Hwj field and a Target IP field. The Source
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Hardware field states the MAC address of the sender that transmits the message. The

Source IP field states thc IP address of the sender that transmits thc message. The Target

Ilardware field states the MAC address of the recipient the message is being transmitted

to. The Target IP field states the IP address of thc recipient thc mcssagc is being

5 transmitted to,

[0067] Tunneled direct-link setup (TDLS) allows direct peer to peer communication

between two non-AP STAs in 802.11 basic service set (BSS). Fig. 1 depicts a tunneled

direct.-link setup bciwccn two non-AP STAs, i.c. STA-I 104 and STA-2 106, associated

10 with an AP 102 in a BSS 100. Arrows la and lb depict transmission of first

management frames such as TDLS Setup Request frames from STA-I 104 to STA-2

106 via AP path, and mrows 2a and 2b depict subsequent transmission ol'anagement

frames such as TDLS Setup Response frame from STA-2 106 to STA-1 104 in response

to thc first management frames via AP path. All management frames involved in thc

IS setup of TDLS (except TDLS Discovery Response) arc encapsulated within Data

frames, so the setup of TDLS is completely transpartuit to thc AP 102, regardless of

whether the AP 102 is TDLS capable. Once TDLS is setup, the iwo TDLS peer STAs,

i.c. STA-I 104 and STA-2 106, can communicate directly with each other via a direct

path, as indicated by two-war anow 108. The direct path may also be switched to a

20 channel different from the operating channel of the BSS (hase channel) and may even

be on a different band. Such direct path channel is called "off channel'".

[0068] Currently, APs do not have any control over TDLS setup/usage. However, in

ihe 6 GHz band, client devices are permitted to operate in the 6 GHz hand only v bile

25 under the control of an AP. When operating in the 5 GHx dynamic frequency selection
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(DFS) hand. a TDLS initiator STA acts as the DFS owner (DO); in the 6 GHZ hand,

however, TDLS STAs may not have such capability.

[0069] Enhanced direct link communication procedure that allows thc AP more

5 control over the direct link communication in specific bands/channels has been

proposed. Without such enhancements, direct link such as TDLS mav be disallowed in

the 6 GHz band.

[0070] When operating in some sub-bands of the 6 GH2 hand (e.g. U-NB-6 and U-

10 Nll-7), the AP may bc required to consult an AFC Database (Automatic Frequency

Control Database) to determine pcrmissiblc operating 1'rcqucncy and transmission

parameters. Such APs may be known as AFC Database Dependent (ADD) enabling

STAs while non-AP STAs associated with such APs may be known as ADD dependent

STAs. Non-AP STAs may only communicate on channels on these sub-bands when

16 "enabled'y the enabling STAs and such non-AP STAs may be said to be 'nder

the control of thc AP. An AP may indicate its presence on a channel that requires

enablement by periodically transmitting enabling signaLs on thc channel, for example

by including such enabling signals in thc Beacon frames.

20 [0071] When two ADD dependent STAs negotiate a TDLS direct link on a base

channel, they can use the same transmission parameters used for the AP link for

transmissions on thc TDLS direct link.

[0072] 1'igs. 2A and ZB depict two schematic diagrams 200, 210 illustrating a method

25 perl'ormed for TDLS discovery. Fig. 2A depicts a method for TDLS discovery
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performed using TDLS Discovery frames. In particular, TDLS Initiator STA, in this

case STAI 202, transmits a TDLS Discovery Request frame via thc AP path to another

STA 204. If the other STA 204 supports TDLS, it transmits a TDLS Discovery

Response I'ramc via the direct path. Fig. 2B depicts another method for TDLS discovery

perl'ormed by exchanging Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) Request/Response

frames (type of Group Address Generic Advertisement Seivice (GAS)

Request/Rcsponsc frames) over the direct path bciwccn STAI 212 and STA2 214. In

pataicular, TDLS Initiator STA, in this case STA1 212, transmits an ANQP Request

frame to another STA 214 via ihc direct path. If the other STA 214 supports TDLS, it

10 transmits an ANQP Response frame via ihe direct path.

[0073] The issue of setting up a TDLS link in the 6 GHz band is addressed by a

solution or method disclosed in Singapore application number 10201962SSQ. In

particular, Fig. 3 depicts a flow diagram 300 illustrating a TDLS setup in an off-channel

15 in thc 6 GHz hand. AP 302 may bc an ADD enabling STA. Non-AP STA 304 and non-

AP STA 306 are associated with the AP 302 in a channel in the 6 GHz band. For various

reasons, non-AP STA 304 and non-AP STA 306 may choose to communicate over a

direct link in a channel that is different from ihc operating channel of thc BSS. Duc io

regulatory requirements in the 6 GHz band, prior to any transmissions on a channel, it

20 may bc mandatory to ensure the availability of the channel from an AFC svstem. Non-

AP STA 304, as a TDLS initiator STA, may seek permission I'rom ihc AP 302 to use a

different channel in the 6 GHz hand I'r direct link communication 9 ith non-AP STA

306 by transmitting a TDLS Channel Use Perinission Request frame 308 to the AP 302.

The channel may for example be a channel in the U-NII-5 or the U-NII-7 sub-bands ol'
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the 6 GHz band that is different from the base channel in the 6 GHz hand used for

communication among the AP 302 anti the STAs 304 and 306.

[0074] After receiving the TDLS Channel Use Permission Request frame 208 from

5 the STA 204. the AP 202 checks the AFC Database (for example via the AFC system)

regarding availability ol thc rcqucstcd channel. In a successful case, thc AP 202 may

transmit a TDLS Channel Use Permission Response frame 210 with a status ol

SUCCESS to the STA 204 to indicate the requested channel is available for direct link

communication. The STA 204 may then initiate ihc setting up of a. direct link on thc

10 requested channel with the STA 204 by transmitting, via the AP 202, a TDLS Setup

Request frame 212 to thc STA 206. Thc STA 206 may then respond by transmitting,

via ihe AP 202, a TDLS Setup Response frame 214 to ihe STA 204. Thereaher, the

STA 204 transmits. via the AP 202, a TDLS Setup Confirm frame 216 to the STA 206,

and the TDLS direct link is setup on the rcquestcd channel in thc 6 CiHz hand. In an

15 unsuccessful case where the requested channel is not available based on the AFC

Database check, the AP 202 may transmit a TDLS Channel Use Permission Response

frame 210 with an unsuccessful status (for example

TDLS CHANNEL USE DENIED) to thc STA 204 to indicate thai permission io usc

the requested channel f'r direct link communication is denied.

20

[0075) However, ii is unclear how io discover and setup multi-link TDLS and direct

link communications in the 6 GHz hand in the context of MLDs.

[0076) Further, duc to assumptions about how address resolution protocol (ARP) and

25 neighbor discovery (ND) operations on MLDs, there are address mistnatch issues
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during TDLS and TDLS direct link communication. According to an IEEE 802.11

submission (IEEE 802.11-2/1602r2) submission, to address thc address mismatch

issues during TDLS setup and TDLS direct path communication, the following

solutions arc proposed:

~ setting transmitter address (TA) field to non-AP MLD's MAC address for

frames sent directly to a TDLS pccr STA;

~ using MLD MAC addresses in the link identifier element; and

~ using MLD MAC address during TDLS PeerKcy (TPK) handshake.

10 [0077] Fig. 4 shows a configuration of an MLD 400. According to 802.11bc document

0.3 (D0.3) specification, it is stated that a. multi-link device (MLD) (e.g. AP MLD 400)

is a device that has more than one affiliated AP (or STA) and has a single MAC SAP

406 to logical link control (LLC), which includes onc MAC data service. The value of

the address 2 (transmitted address (TA)) field in the MAC header of a frame sent over-

15 thc-air by an AP shall be the MAC address of the transmitting AP affiliated with the

MLD 400 corresponding to that link (c.g. Link I 408, Link 2 410) except the

Individual/Group bit, which is sct to I when thc TA field value is a bandwidth signaling

TA and oiherwisc sct to 0. Similarly ihe value of Address I (recipient address (RA))

field in the MAC header of an individually addressed frame sent over-the-air to an AP

20 shall bc thc MAC address of the receiving AP al'filiated with thc MLD corresponding

to that link (c.g. Link I 408, Link 2 410).

[0078) However, the above del'inition/addressing rules are for EHT MLDs. However,

an FHT AP is also a high efficiency (HF) / very high throughput (VHT) / high

25 throughput (HT) AP and needs to support legacy STAs (HE/VHT/HT STAs). Legacy
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STAs do not understand the concept of MLD MAC address. Instead, they will only be

aware of thc BSSID (i.c. L2 MAC address) of the AP with which they are associated.

This may also he true for non-MLD EHT STAs that are EHT STAs not affiliated with

an MLD.

[0079] Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram 500 illustrating communications between

APs 504. 506 aiTiliated with an AP-MLD 502 and a non-MLD STA 542 and STAs 524,

526 affiliated with a non-AP MLD 522. Each MLD, i.e. AP MLD 502 or non-AP MLD

522, has a single MAC SAP 508, 528 respectively. If thc MAC SAPs 508, 528 arc tied

10 to their respective MLD MAC addresses 510, 530, their IP addresses will be mapped to

the MLD MAC addrcsscs correspondingly. Herc, it is assumed that thc non-AP MLD

522 is associated with the AP MLD 502 and the non-MLD STA 542 is associated with

the AP 506.

15 [0080] In other words, the APs 504, 506 of the AP MLD 502 may cornmunicatc with

STAs 524, 526 of non-AP MLD 522 directly via Link I 550 and Link 2 552 respectively,

while AP2 506 may also communicate v'ith a legacy STA 542 directly via Link 2 552.

[0081] It is unclear how to discover and setup multi-link TDLS between two non-AP

20 MLDs, or bctwecn a. non-AP MI.D and a legacy STA when thc non-AP MI,D(s) and

the legacy STA are associated with a legacy (prc-EHT) AP or an AP MLD.

[0082] Hence, thcrc is thus a nccd for communication apparatuses and methods that

provide feasible technical solutions for multi-link peer to peer communication to

25 address onc or morc of thc above challcngcs.
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[0083] In vadous embodiments below, the communication apparatuses and methods

illustrate thc discovery and setup of multi-link peer to pccr communication in the

context of (a) two non-AP MLDs via an associated non-MLD AP, (b) two non-AP

MLDs via an assoctatcd MLD AP, (c) a non-AP MLD and a non-MLD STA via an

5 associated non-MLD AP and (d) a non-AP MLD and a non-MLD STA via an associated

AP-MLD, as depicted in Figs. 6A-6D respectively.

[00841 According to various embodiments below, an MLD discovers and sets up one

or more direct links with another MLD or non-MLD STA by exchanging discovery and

10 setup Irames (e,g. TDLS Discovery RequestlResponse frames or ANQP

RequcstlResponse frames) over a single link. In onc embodiment. A multi-link (ML)

indication is included in a request I'rame (c.g. TDLS Discovery Request frame or ANQP

Request frame) to identify a transmitting STA is affiliated with an MLD. In another

embodiment, an ML clement/field is included in a response frame (c.g. TDLS

15 Discovery Response frame or ANQP Response frame) transmitted response to a request

frame rcccivcd from a STA of an MLD, thc ML clement/field carrying information

about the MLD and information of at least one other link supported by the MLD. Yet

in another crnbodirncnt, an ML clcmcnt is included in a TDLS Setup

Request/Rcsponsc/Confirm I'rame carrying information of thc one or more direct links

20 to be setup between the two MLDs.

[00851 Also, in an embodiment, the 3-way TPK handshake protocol performed over

the setup link is used to derive the security key (TPK) v:hich is used for providing

confidentiality and authentication of the Irmne exchanged over all thc direct links.

25
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[0086] According to various embodiments, all multi-link features (c g. ML BlockAck,

ML Retransmission, ML encapsulation/dccapsulation ctc., and ML Power Save) that

are enabled between the non-AP MLDs and the AP MLD are also available in the direct

links. TDLS Channel Switch protocol is repurposed for ML-TDLS Link Switching.

Quiet time protocol (QTP) mechanism is enhanced to provide QTP for multiple direct

links Target wake time (TWT) mechanism is enhanced to provide TWT service periods

(SPs) for onc or morc direct links. Essentially, one effect is that. by enabling

communication over onc or morc direct links, thc benefits of EHT Multi-Link features

are extended to pccr-to-peer communications.

10

[0087] Fig. 7 depicts a flow diagram 700 illustrating a setup of direct links in Link 1

and Link 2 between two non-AP MLDs (non-AP MLD-1 704 and non-AP MLD-2 706)

b& using single Link 1 via associated AP/AP-MLD 702 according to an embodiment of

the present disck~sure. In this embodiment, non-AP MLD-1 704 intends to setup direct

15 linl-s v ith non-AP MLD-2 706. A STA of non-AP MLD-1?04 may initiate a TDLS

Discovery by transmitting a data frmnc carrying a TDLS Discovery Request to non-AP

MLD-2 706 in Link 1 via AP/AP-MLD 702, the TDLS Discovery Request comprising

an ML indication identifying that the transmitting STA is affiliated v:ith non-AP MLD-

1 704.

20

[0088] AP MLD 702, which reccivcs the data frame, identifies that the TDLS

Discovery Request carried in the data frame is directed to non-AP MLD-2 706 based

on MAC address carried in thc DA field of the data frainc, and relays the data frame

from non-AP MLD-1 704 to non-AP MLD-2 706.

25
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[0089] A STA of non-AP MLD-2 706 operating in Link 1, which receives the TDLS

Discovery Request, may transmit a TDLS Discovery Response Action frame back to

non-AP MLD-1 704 on the direct link (Link 1), the TDLS Discovery Response Action

1'ramc carrying information of Link 1 and also comprising an ML clement canying

S inl'oimaiion ot'ink 2.

[0090] With the infonuaiion of operating links of non-AP MLD-2 706, non-AP MLD-

1 704 may requests a setup of TDLS in Link 1 and Link 2 hy transmitting a data frame

carrying a TDLS Setup Request io non-AP MLD-2 706 in Link 1 via AP/AP-MLD 702,

10 the TDLS Setup Request comprising an ML element catYying information of Link 1

and Link 2 to bc setup v ith non-AP MLD2 706. AP MLD 702, which rcccivcs the data

1'rame, identifies that the TDLS Setup Request carried in ihe data frame is directed to

non-AP MLD-2 706 based on MAC address carried in DA field of the, data frame, and

relays the data frame from non-AP MLD-1 704 to non-AP MLD-2 706.

[0091] A STA of non-AP MLD-2 706 operating in Link 1. which receives thc TDLS

Setup Request, may agree to setup direct links with non-AP MLD-1 704 in Link 1 and

Link 2 and transnut a TDLS Setup Response Action 1'rame back to non-AP MLD-1 704

in Link 1 via AP/AP MLD 702. AP MLD 702, which receives the data frame, identifies

20 that the TDLS Setup Response carried in ihe data t'ramc is dircctccl io non-AP MLD-1

704 based on MAC address canicd in the DA field of data frame, and relays the data

frame from non-AP MLD-2 7066 to non-AP MLD-1 704.

[0092] A STA of non-AP MLD-1 704 operating in Link 1, which receives the TDLS

26 Setup Rcsponsc, will confirm thc setup of TDLS in Link 1 and Link 2 by transmitting

a data frame carrying a TDLS Setup Confirm to non-AP MLD-2 706 in Link 1 via
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AP/AP-MLD 702, the TDLS Setup Confirm comprising an ML element canying

information of operating links (Link 1 and Link 2) that have successfully setup with

non-AP MLD-2 706. AP MLD 702, which receives the data frame, identifies that the

TDLS Setup Confirm carried in thc data frame is dircctcd to non-AP MLD-2 706 based

5 on MAC address carried in the DA 1'ield of the data 1'rame, and relays the data I'rame

from non-AP MLD-1 704 to non-AP MLD-2 706. A STA of non-AP MLD-2 706

operating in Link 1 rcccivcs ihc TDLS Setup Confirm. Now. multi-link TDLS setup

between tv:o non-AP MLDs 704, 706 is completed and the two non-AP MLDs 704,

706 can perform TDLS direct link communications on both Link 1 and Link 2.

10

[0093] ln onc embodiment. all direct links bc(ween thc two non-AP MLDs 704, 706

can bc lorn down through transmission of a single TDL Tcardown frame on any one

link, in this case by non-AP MLD-1 704, to non-AP MLD-2 706 on link l.

15 [W94J Fig. 8 depicts an example use case of a setup ot direct links in Link 2 (c.g. 6

GHz link) by using Link 1 (e.g. 5 GHz link) for home video conference using mobile

phone and TV. A mobile phone 804 and a Smatt TV 806 are both MLDs and are

connected to an AP MLD 802 on ihe 5GHz and thc 6 GHz links. User initiates a video

call on the mobile phone 804 and wants io use the TV 806 for larger display/louder

20 audio while thc phone's microphone and front camera arc used as inputs. An ML-TDLS

setup is initiated on the 5 GHz link via AP1 808 of AP MLD 802 and a direct link is

setup between the mobile phone 804 and the TV 806 on the 6 GHz link and is used to

relay the video/audio output to the TV 806, while the 5 GHz link is used for the actual

video call. While ihe direct link is active in the 6 GHz link, the STAs ol'oth ihe mobile

25 phone 804 and the TV 806 in the 6 GHz operates in power save modes with the AP
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MLD 802, or may even be disabled (e.g. using TID-to-Link mapping). Alternatively,

thc ML-TDLS setup may bc setup by exchanging the TDLS setup frames on the 6GHz

link itself.

6 [0095] Another example use case of a setup of direct links in Link 2 by using Link 1

is video casting from a smart phone 804 to a connected TV 806. Thc smart phone user

wants io cast a video and/or audio io a connected TV 806 in the same network (i.e, boih

the smartphonc 804 and the TV 806 are associated to the same AP/AP-MLD 802). Here,

ii is assumed that thc TV 806 has already bccn discovcrcd in upper layer discovery

10 protocol or using out-of-band methods e.g. NFC/Bluetooth etc. The user operates video

casting app to cast a video to thc TV 806. In response to an operation that a user of a

smatxphone 804 selects the TV 806 for casting destination in an application user

interface (Ul), WLAN middleware (such as wpa supplicant) is instructed to initiate

TDLS discovery through an API. The STA in the smartphonc 804 transmits TDLS

15 Discovery Request in link 1 (vta the common associated AP) to discover the TDLS

capabilities of the TV 806. Thc TV 806 transmits back a TDLS Discovery Response

indicating its ML-TDLS capabilities via the direct path (e.g. link 2). The STA in the

smariphone 804 proceeds to setup one or morc direct link connections (link I k 2) with

the TV 806 using ML-TDLS Setup procedure in link l. Once the sebtp is complete, the

20 video casting app starts casting thc video from thc smartphonc 804 to the TV 806 over

ihc one or more direct links.

[0096] Fig. 9 shows an example configuration of a communication apparatus in

accordance v'iih thc present disclosure. The communication apparatus may be

28 implemented as an AP and a STA and configured for multi-link peer-to-peer
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communication in accordance with the present disclosure. As shown in Fig. 9, the

communication apparatus 900 may include circuitry 914, at least one radio transmitter

902, at least one radio receiver 904, and at least one antenna 912 (for the sake of

simplicity, only onc antenna is depicted in Fig. 9 for illustration purposes). The circuitry

914 may include at least one controller 906 for use in software and hardware aided

execution of tasks that the at least one controller 906 is designed to perform, including

control of communications with onc or morc other communication apparatuses in a

multiple input and multiple output (MIMO) wireless network. The circuitry 914 may

furthermore include at least onc transmission signal gcncrator 908 and at least onc

10 receive signal processor 910. The ai least one controller 906 may control the ai least

onc transmission signal generator 908 for generating MAC frames (for example Data

frames, Management frame and Action fmmes) io be sent through ihc ai least onc radio

transmitter 902 and the at least one receive signal processors 910 for processing MAC

frames (for example Data frames, Managcmcnt frame and Action frames) received

I S through the ai least one radio receiver 904 from the one or more other communication

apparatuses. Thc ai least onc transmission signal generator 908 and the at least onc

receive signal processor 910 may be stand-alone modules of ihe communication

apparatus 900 that comrnunicatc with the at least onc controller 906 for thc abovc-

mcntioned I'unciions, as shown in Fig. 9. Alternatively, the ai least one transmission

20 signal generator 908 and the at least one receive signal processor 910 may be included

in ihe ai least one controller 906. It is appreciable to those skilled in the art that ihe

arrangement of these functional modules is flexible and may vary depending on the

practical needs and/or requirements. The data processing, storage and other relevant

control apparatus can bc provided on an appropriate circuit board and/or in chipscts. In

2S various embodiments, when in operation, the at least one radio transmitter 902, at least
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one radio receiver 904, and at least one antenna 912 may be controlled by the at least

onc controller 906.

[0097] Thc communication apparatus 900, when in operation. provides functions

5 required for multi-link peer to peer communication. For example, the communication

apparatus 900 may be a STA of a plurality of STAs affiliated with a first MLD operating

in a corresponding link of thc first MLD. and thc circuitry (1'r cx ample ihc at least onc

transmission signal generator 90g of the circuitry 914) may, in operation, generate a

request frame, thc rcqucst frame being onc of a discovery rcqucst frame to discover a

10 peer-to-peer communication capability of another communication apparatus (a non-

MLD STA or a STA of a non-AP MLD). or a setup request frame to request setup of

onc or morc direct links, thc request 1'rame canying a multi-link (ML) indication

tdcntifying that thc communication apparatus is affiliated with thc first MLD. Thc ratio

iransmiucr 902 may, in operation, transmit the request frame in a link.

15

[0098) The radio receiver 904 of thc communication apparatus 900 may, in operation,

further receive, ftom another communication apparatus. a response frame carrying an

ML clement or an ML field carrying information about a second MLD with which ihc

other communication apparatus is al'filiated and information of at least one link

20 supporte by thc second hfLD.

[00991 Alternatively or additionally, the radio receiver 904 may, in operation, receives,

from another communication apparatus, a rcqucst frame, thc request frame being one

of a discovery request frame to discover a peer-to-peer communication capability of tire

25 communication apparatus 900, or a setup request frame to request setup of one or more
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direct link. Thc circuitry 914 (for example the receive signal processor 910 of the

circuitry 914) may, in operation, dctcrminc if the received request frame carries an ML

indication identifying that the other communication apparatus is affiliated with a second

MLD, and in response to determining thc received request frame canics thc ML

indication identifying that the other communication apparatus is al'filiated with the

second MLD, set a Transmitter Address (TA) field of frmnes transmitted over thc one

of'ihc onc or morc direct links io an address carried in a TDLS Responder Station (STA)

Address field of a Link Identif'ier element of the received request frame, and in response

to determining thc rcccivcd rcqucst frame docs not carry thc ML indication identifying

10 that the other communication apparatus is affiliated with the second MLD, set the TA

field of ihc frames transmitted over the one of thc one or inore direct links to a media

access control (MAC) address ol'n aft'ilia(cd communication apparatus of'hc second

MLD transmitting the frames over thc onc of the onc or more direct links.

1S [00100] The circuitry 914 (for example the transmission signal generator 90g of the

circuitry 917) may, in operation, further gcncraic a rcsponsc frame carrying an ML

element or an ML field can ying information about the first MLD with which the other

communication apparatus is affiliated and information of at least onc link supported by

ihc I'irst MLD. Thc ratio transmitter 902 may, in operation. transmit the response lrame

20 in a link.

[00101] For example, the communication apparatus 900 may be an AP of a plurality

of APs affiliated with an AP MLD operating in a corresponding link of the AP MLD

and the radio receiver 904 may, in operation, receives on a link. from an associated

2S communication apparatus affiliated with an MLD. a data frame with a destination
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address field set another associated communication apparatus that is not affiliated with

an MLD. The circuitry 914 may, in operation, set a source address field of the data

frame as a MAC address of the associated communication apparatus. The radio

transmitter 902 may, in operation, transmit thc data frame with thc set source address

field to the other associated communication apparatus.

[001021 Fig. 10 shows a liow chart 1000 illustrating a communication method in

accordance with the present disclosure. In step 1002, a step of generating a request

frame is camcd out.. The rcqucst frame is onc ol' discovery rcqucst frame to discover

10 a peer-to-peer communication capability of a communication apparatus, or a setup

request frame to request setup of one or morc direct links, thc request frame carrying

an multi-link indication identifying that another communication apparatus transmitting

the request frame is affiliated with an MLD. In step 1004, a step of transmitting the

request frame is camcd out in a link.

[001031 In an embodiment, a ncw variant of ML element called TDLS ML clement is

used as an ML indication to indicate that a transmitting STA is affiliated with an MLD

and also to carry relevant information related to thc MLD and thc links of the MLD.

Fig. 11 depicts an example TDLS ML element 1100 according to an embodiment of the

20 pmscnt disclosure. Thc TDLS MI. clmncnt 1100 comprises an Flemcnt ID field. a

Length field, an Element ID Extension field, a Multi-link Control field comprising a

Type subfield 1102 set to correspond to a TDLS and a Presence Bitmap subfield. a

Common info field 1104 and one or more Link info fields 1106.

25 [00104] Thc Common Info field 1104 carries information about thc MLD and other

information common to all links. The one or more Link Info I'ield 1106 carries
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information about the other links involved in ML-TDLS. Advantageously, the multi-

link operation signaling can bc reused for peer-to-peer signaling.

[00105] An encapsulated data frame (e.g. Ethertypc 89-Od Data frame carrying TDLS

5 payload) may be used as a TDLS Discovery Request frame. Fig. 12 shows an example

format of an Ethcrtypc 89-0d data frame 1200 and a Link Identifier Element 1212 of

ihe data frame 1200.

[001061 The Eiheriype 89-Od dais frame comprises a Frame Control field, a Duration

10 field, an Address I field, an Address 2 field, an Address 3 field, a Sequcncc Control

field, a Quality of Service (QoS) Control field. a HT field, a Logical Link Control (LLC)

field, a Subnetwork Access Protocol (SNAP) field 1202, a Payload Type field 1204, a

Payload licld 1206 and a frame check scqucnce (FCS). Thc Frame Control field, the

Duration field, the Address I field, the Address 2 iield, the Address 3 field, the

15 Sequence Control. thc QOS Control field and the HT Control field inay bc grouped as

MAC header; and ihc LLC field, the SNAP field 1202. the Payload Type iield 1204

and the Payload field 1206 may be grouped as Frainc Body. The SNAP Beld 1202 is

sct io an Eiheriype ol'9-0d, and the Payload Type I'ield 1204 is set to correspond io a

TDLS. The Payload field 1206 comprises a Category field 1208, a TDLS Action field

20 1210, a Dialog Token field, a I.ink Identifier Flcmcni 1212 and an Ml. clcmeni 1214.

Thc Category field 1208 is set io correspond to a TDLS. The TDLS Action field 1210

is set to correspond to a TLDS Discovery Request. The Link Identifier Element 1212

comprises an Element ID subficld, a Length subficld, a BSSID subficld, a TDLS

Initiator STA Address subficld sct to conespond to the MAC address of the STA

25 initiating the TDLS Discovery request, a TDLS Responder STA Address subfield set
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to correspond to the MAC address of the STA responding to the TDLS Discovery

request. Thc ML clement 1214 comprises an Elcmcnt ID subficld, a Length subficld an

Element ID Extension subfield, a Multi-Link Control subfield comprising a Type field

1216 and a Presence Bitmap I'icld.

[00107] In this embodiment, thc ML Element included in the TDLS Discovery

Request I'ramc 1200 may bc a TDLS hIL Element and acts as an ML indication

identifying that the transmitting STA is affiliated with a non-AP MLD (transmitted over

the AP Path). Unlike thc TDLS ML Element 1100 dcpicicd in Fig. 11, thc TDLS ML

10 Element 1214 included in the TDLS Discovery Request I'rame 1200 may not carry the

Conunon Info field and ihc one or more Link Info field like thai depicted in Fig. 10.

Alternatively, a Probe Rcqucsi ML Element may hc used as the ML indicator in ihc

TDLS Discovery Request frame 1200.

IS [0011Igl Upon rccciving a TDLS Discovery Request frame carrying the ML indication,

if the receiving STA is also affiliated with an MLD, it transmits a TDLS Response

frame canying a TDLS ML element that carry infonuation of the MLD and the

capabilities, MAC address etc. of thc STA on thc other links (excluding the link

indicated in the Link Identil'ier element) of the MLD via the direct path.

20

[001091 Fig. 13 shows an example format of TDLS Discovery Response frame 1300

according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The TDLS Discovery Response

frame 1300 comprises a Frame Control field, a Duration field, an Address I field. an

Address 2 field, an Address 3 field, a Sequence Control field, a HT field, a Category

25 field, a Public Action field, a Dialog Token field, a Link Identifier Element, an ML
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Element and a FCS. Thc Frame Control field, thc Duration field, the Address I field

thc Address 2 field, thc Address 3 field, the Sequence Control, and the HT Control field

may be grouped as MAC header; and the Category field. the Public Action field, the

Dialog Token field, thc Link Identifier Element, the ML Eltnncnt may bc grouped as

Frame Body. The Public Action I'ield 1302 is set to correspond to a TDLS Discovery

Response. The Link Identifier Element 1304 is same as that in TDLS Discovery

Request I'ramc dcpictcd in Fig. 12.

[00110] Thc ML Elcmcnt 1306 included in thc TDLS Discovery Rcsponsc I'ramc 1300

10 may be a TDLS lvIL Element and acts as an ML indication identifying that the

transmitting STA is affiliated with a non-AP MLD (transmitted over thc AP Path).

Similar to the TDLS ML Element depicted in Fig. 11, the ML Element 1306 comprises

an Element ID field, a Length field, an Element ID Extension field a lvlulti-Link control

I'icld comprising a Type field 1308 and a Presence Bitmap field, a Common Info field

IS 1310 and one or morc Link Info field 1312, where the Cominon Info field 1310 carries

information about the MLD and other inl'ormation conunon to all links. The one or

more Link Info fields 1312 ca/7 ies information about the other links (excluding the link

indicated in the Link ldentilicr clement) involved in ML-TDLS.

20 [00111] ln particular, thc Common Into field 1310 comprises an MI,D MAC Arlrlress

subficld 1314 sct to correspond to the transmitting non-AP MLD's MLD MAC address,

a STA MAC Address subfield 1316 set to correspond to the transmitting STA's MAC

address, a Transmitting Link ID subficld 1318 sct to correspond to the Link ID assigned

to the link in whicli the TDLS Response frame is transniittcd, a Number of Supported

25 Direct Links subfield 1320 set to indicate the number of direct links supported by the
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MLD and a TDLS Link Switching Supported subfield 1322 set to indicate whether the

MLD supports switching of TDLS links. Each of thc Link Info fields 1312 comprises a

Link ID subfield 1324 set to correspond to the Link ID assigned to one other link of the

MLD, a Capability sublicld and a MAC Address subfield 1326 set to thc corresponding

MAC Address of the one other link.

[001121 For easier identification, the TDLS responding MLD may also assign Links

ID to its links, which may be same as the Link ID» assigned to the links by the associated

AP MLD. Il'he STA receiving thc TDLS Discovery Request is not al'liliatcd with an

10 MLD, it sends back a regular TLD Discovery Response frame without the ML Element

1306.

[001131 As pcr legacy rules thc TA Iield of thc Data frame canying the Discovery

Response frame and the TDLS Responder lteld shall carry the same address, however

15 when thc TDLS responder is an MLD, the TDLS Responder field may bc sct as the

MLD MAC Address of thc TDLS responder. In such case, thc STA MAC addmss

included in the Common Info field 1310 of the ML Element 1306 in the TDLS

Discovery Response frame 1300 may be used by thc TDLS Initiator STA to verily ihc

TA field of the Discovery Response frame. The MAC address(es) in the Link Info field

20 of tltc ML clement indicate thc MAC arlclres»(c») of thc STA(s) aft'iliatcd with ihc Pccr

MLD on the other links and may be used for communications with the STA over the

other direct link.

[001141 To setup multiple direct links between two MLDs, the two MLD» may

2S exchange TDLS Setup (Rcqucst/Response/Confirm) frames carrying thc TDLS hIL

Element via the AP path. Encapsulated data frames (e.g. Eiheriype g9-Od Data frame
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carrying TDLS payload) may bc used as TDLS Setup frames. Fig. 14 shows an example

format of Ethct1ypc 89-Od data frame 1400 used as a TDLS Setup frame according to

an embodiment of the present disclosure.

6 [00115] The Ethertype 89-0d data frame comprises a Frame Control field, a Duration

field, an Address I field, an Address 2 field, an Address 3 field, a Sequcncc Control

field, a QoS Control field, a HT Iield. a LLC field, a SNAP iield 1402, a Payload Type

field 1404, a Payload field 1406 and a FCS. The Frame Control field, the Duration field,

ihc Address I I'ield, ihc Address 2 I'icld, thc Address 3 I'icld, thc Scqucncc Control, ihc

10 QOS Control field and the HT Control field may be grouped as MAC header; and the

LLC field, thc SNAP field 1402, the Payload Type field 1404 and the Payload field

1406 may be grouped as Frame Body. The SNAP field 1402 is set to an Ethertype of

89-Od. and thc Payload Type field 1404 is set to correspond to a TDLS. Thc Payload

I'icld 1406 comprises a Category field 1408, a TDLS Action field 1410, a Dialog Token

I 5 field, a Link Identifier Elcmcnt 1412 and an ML element 1414. The Category field 1408

is set to correspond to a TDLS. Tlac TDLS Action field 1410 is sci io conespond to a

TLDS Setup Request/Response/Confirm.

[00116] The Link Identifier Element 1412 is used for TPK generation. The ML

20 Flctncni 1414 included in ihe TDLS Setup I'rautc 1400 may bc a TDI,S ML Flcmcni

and acts as an ML indication identifying that the transmitting STA is affiliated with a

non-AP MLD (transmitted over the AP Path). Similar to the TDLS ML Element

dcpictcd in Fig. 11, thc hIL Element 1414 comprises an Element ID field, a Length

field, an Element ID Extension field a Multi-Link control field comprising a Type field

25 1416 and a Presence Bitmap field, a Common Info field 1418 and one or more Link
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Info field 1420. The Common Info field 1418 comprises an MLD MAC Address

subfield sct to corrcspond to the uansmitting non-AP MLD's MLD MAC address. Each

of the Link Info fields 1420 comprises a Link ID subfield, a Link Identifier Element

1422 and a Capabilities/Operations subficld 1424. The Link Identifier Element 1422 to

conespond to Link ID of one other link including the MAC Address(es) ol'he STA(s)

of the transmitting hlLD operating on the one or more other link. Alternatively, the

MAC address of'hc iransmining STA is included instead ol'ihc Link Iden(ilier Elcmcnn

The Capabilities/Operations suhfield 1424 comprises paramctcrs of the one or more

other link(s).

10

[00117] TDLS Setup Request/Response may carry HT/VHT/HE/EHT Capabilities

clcmenis while ihc TDLS Setup Conl'inn frame carries ihc HT/VHT/HE/EHT

Operation elcrnent etc. in thc Capabilities/Opcrattons field 1424. If only a single direct

link is to be setup on the trantnniiting link itself, the ML Element 1412 only includes

I 8 the Common Inl'o field 1418 carrying the MLD MAC Address of the transmitting MLD.

Other fields such as the STA MAC Address ol'hc transmitting STA, Link ID assigned

to the transmitting link, ML-'I'DLS capabilities etc, may also be included in the

Common htfo field 1412. The MLD MAC Address may bc used to generate thc AAD

and Nonce I'ields used to protect the frames exchanged over the direct link.

20

[00118] ln the following paragraphs, an embodiment is explained with relerence io an

ML-TDLS setup between two non-AP hlLDs via a non-MLD (legacy) AP I'or multi-

link peer-to-peer communication.
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[00119] Fig. 15 depicts a t)ow chart 1500 illustrating communications between two

non-AP MLDs 1512, 1522 via a non-MLD AP 1504 for multi-link peer-to-peer

communication according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The

communications can bc divided into discovery phase 1501, setup phase 1502 and direct

5 link communication 1503. Here, the non-AP MLDs 1512, 1522 are associated with the

AP 1504 on Link2 (in the 5 GHz band).

[00120] In the discover phase 1501, STA2 1514 of non-AP MLDI 1512 may initiate

a TDLS Discovcrv by transmitting a data frame 1532 outlying a TDLS Discovcrv

10 Request 1534 to STA4 1524 of non-AP MLD2 1522 via AP 1504. The TDLS Discovery

Request 1534 comprises a TDLS Initiator field sct to thc STA2's MAC address (STA2-

M) and a TDLS Responder field set to the STA4's MAC address (STA4-M) as well as

an ML element to indicate that STA2 1514 is affiliated with non-AP MLDI 1512.

15 [00121] AP 1504, which rcccives the data frame 1532. identifies that the TDLS

Discovery Request 1534 carried in thc data frame 1532 is directed to STA4 1524 ol'ts

associated non-AP MLD2 1522 based on STA4's MAC address in the DA field, and

forwards the Data Irame 1532'eceived from non-AP MLDI 1512 carrying STA2's

MAC address (STA2-M) in the SA field and the TDLS Discovery Request 1534* to

20 STA4 1524. AP 1502 also sets thc STA4's MAC address (STA4-M) in thc RA I'icld

when fonvarding thc data frame 1532'o STA4 1524, As such, the data frame will be

conectly received by STA4 1524,

[00122] STA4 1524, which receives the 'I'DLS Discovery Request 1534', may transmit

25 a TDLS Discovery Response Action frame 1542 hack to STA2 1514 on a direct link,

i.c. STA2's operating link (Link 2)

curtsying

an ML element that includes information
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of non-AP MLD2 IS22 as well information of the other STA affiliated with non-AP

MLD2 IS22 (STA3 1523). STA4 IS24 is able to sct the RA field of the TDLS

Discoveiy Response Action frame 1542 to STA2's MAC address (STA2-M) based on

the TDLS Initiator field. As such, this leads to the frames such as the TDLS Discovery

5 Response Action frame 1542 sent by STA4 1524 to the non-AP MLD 1512 on a direct

link to he coivcctly received via STA2 I S14.

[00123] In the subsequent setup phase 1502, non-AP MLDI 1512 may initiate a TDLS

Sciup wiih non-AP MLD2 1522 via AP 1504 by transmitting a fute)ter data I'ramc 1552

10 catvying a TDLS Setup Request 1554 from STA2 1514 to STA4 IS24 via AP 1504.

The data frame 1552 comprises a DA field set to STA4's MAC address (STA4-M). Thc

TDLS Setup Request 1534 comprises and a TDLS Responder field set to STA4's MAC

address (STA4-M), and a TDLS Initiator tield set to the STA2's MAC address (STA2-

M) as well as an ML clement to indicate that STA2 is afliliated with non-AP MLDI

15 1512. Thc ML elcmcnt includes infomiation oi non-AP MLDI 1512 as well

information of the other STA affiliated with non-AP MLDI 1512 (i.e., STAI 1513).

[001241 AP 1504 identifies that Um further data frame 1352 is directed to STA4 1524

of its associated non-AP MLD2 1522 based on the STA MAC address in the DA field,

20 and forward the further data tramc ISS2 to STA4 1524. AP 1504 also sets thc RA I'ield

to the STA4's MAC address (STA4-M) when forwarding the data frame I SS2 to STA4

1524. As such, the data frame 1552 is correctly received by STA4 1524.

[001251 STA4 IS24, which receives the TDLS Setup Request 1554 may, in response,

2S transmit another data frame 1562 carrying a TDLS Setup Rcsponsc 1564 hack to STA2

1514 via AP 1504 in Link 2. The TDLS Setup Response 1562 comprise a DA field set
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to STA2's MAC address (STA2-M), as well as a TDLS Initiator field and TDLS

Responder field, both sct to the same MAC addressees as that of thc TDLS Setup

Request 1354 respectively as well as an ML element that includes infotmation of non-

AP MLD2 IS22 as well information of thc other STA affiliated with non-AP MLD2

5 1522 (i.e., STA3 1523).

[001261 AP 1504, which receives the data frame 1562, ideniilies thai the dais Irame

1562 is directed to STA2 1514 of its associated non-AP MLDI 1512 based on STA2's

MAC address in thc DA I'icld, and I'orwards thc Data frame 1562 to STA2 1514. AP

10 I S04 also sets the STA2's MAC address (STA2-M) in the RA field when forwarding

the Data frame 1562 to STA2 1514. As such, thc data frame will be correctly rcccivcd

by STA2 1314.

[00I27] Subsequently, STA2 I S14 transmit a data frame 1572 comprising a TDLS

15 Setup Confirm 1574 to STA4 1524 via AP 1504. The TDLS Setup Confirm 1574

comprises a DA field set to STA4's MAC address (STA4-M), as well as a TDLS

Initiator field and TDLS Rcspondcr field, both sct to thc same MAC addressees as that

of the TDLS Setup Request 1534, rcspeciivcly as well as an ML element that includes

infotTnation of non-AP MLD I I S12 as well information of the other STA affiliated with

20 non-AP MI.DI 1512 (i.c., STAI 1513).

[001281 AP IS04 identifies that the data frame IS72 is directed to STA4 I S24 of its

associated non-AP MLD2 1522 based on thc STA MAC address in the DA field, and

forward thc data frame 1572 to STA4 1524. AP 1504 also sets tire RA field to tire

25 STA4's MAC address (STA4-M) when forwarding the data frame 1572 to STA4 1524.
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As such, the data frame 1372 is con ectly received by STA4 1524 and the Multi-Link

TDLS setup phase is complete.

[00129] Once TDLS setup between non-AP MLDI 1512 and non-AP MLD2 1522 has

6 been completed, any two STAs from non-AP MLDI 1512 and non-AP MLD2 1622

rcspectivcly arc able to perform direct multi-link peer-to-peer communication with each

other and transmit data frames in Link I and Link 2 via direct path. For example, STA2

and STA4 can exchange data frames I S82, I S92 on both Link I and Link 2 respectively

via direct. path.

[00130] When non-AP MLDs 1512, IS22 arc associated with legacy AP 1504, thc

respective MLD MAC addresses may be used as the link MAC Address by STAI 1613

and STA3 1523. In this case, thc addressing in the frames (on both AP path and direct

path) as well as in the Link ID element are straighttorward as STA MAC Addresses are

16 used in all cases. When thc other link is setup on a DFS channel or in a channel in thc

6 GH2 hand, since thc STAs are not associated with any AP on the other link, thc STAs

shall only operate on a channel in which they can hear at least onc AP and that BSSID

of the APs BSS may be used. Receiver can verify thc TA field based on the MAC

address included in the ML element in the Setup phase. When the other link is setup on

20 a nomtal channel (i.e. not a DFS channel or not in thc 6 GHz band, thc rcquircutcnt to

hear at least one AP in the channel may he waived and thc BSSID field may be set to

one of the Peer STAs MAC address, or even to the BSSID of the BSS with which the

STAs are associated.
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[00131] In the foHowing paragraphs, an embodiment is explained with reference to an

ML-TDLS setup between two non-AP MLDs via an AP MLD for multi-link peer-to-

peer communication.

[00132] Fig. 16 depicts a flow chart 1600 illustrating cmnmunications between two

non-AP MLDs 1612. 1622 via a non-MLD AP 1604 for multi-link peer-to-peer

communication according to an cmbodimcni ol thc prcscnt disclosure. Thc

communications can be divided into discovery phase 1601, setup phase 1602 and direct

link communication 1603.

10

[00133] In thc discovery phase 1601, STA2 1614 of non-AP MLDI 1612 may initiate

a TDLS Discovery by transmitting a data frame 1632 carrying a TDLS Discovery

Request 1634 to non-AP MLD2 1622 via AP MLD 1604. Thc data frame 1632

comprises a DA field sci io non-AP MLDZ's MAC address (STA-ML2-M). The TDLS

IS Discovery Request 1634 comprises a TDLS Initiator field set to the STA2's MAC

address (STA2-M) and a TDLS Responder field sci to the non-AP MLD2's MLD MAC

address (STA-ML2-M) as well as an ML element to indicate that STA2 1614 is

affiliated with non-AP MLD I 1612.

20 [00134] AP MI.D 1604, which rcccivcs ihc dain I'ramc 1632, idcntil'ics that ihe TDI.S

Discovery Request 1634 canicd in the data frame 1632 is directed to non-AP MLD2

1622 based on non-AP MLD2*s MLD MAC address in the DA field, and fotwards the

data frame 1632'eceived from non-AP MLDI 1612 to onc of thc affiliated STAs of

non-AP MLD2 1622, for example in this embodiment STA4 1624. AP MLD 1604 also

25 sets the STA4's MAC address (STA4-M) in the RA field when forwarding the Data
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frame 1632'o STA4 1624. As such, the data frame will be correctly received by STA4

1624.

[00135] STA4 1624. which receives the TDLS Discovery Request 1634', may transmit

5 a TDLS Discovery Response Action frame 1642 back to STA2 1614 on a direct Jink,

i.c. STA2's operating link (Link 2) camying an ML clement that includes information

of non-AP MLD2 1622 as well information ol the other STA affiliated with non-AP

MLD2 1622 (STA3 1623).. STA4 1624 is able to set the RA field of the TDLS

Discovery Response Action frame 1642 to STA2's MAC address (STA2-M) based on

10 the TDLS Initiator field of the TDLS Discovery Request 1634'. As such, this leads to

the frames such as thc TDLS Discovery Response Action frame 1642 sent by STA4

1624 to the non-AP MLD 1612 on a direct link io be conectly received via STA2 1614.

[00136] In the subsequent setup phase 1602, non-AP MLDI 1612 may initiate a TDLS

15 Setup with non-AP MLD2 1622 via AP MLD 1604 by transmitting a further data frame

1652 ca)7ying a TDLS Setup Request 1654 from STA2 1614 to non-AP MLD2 1622

via AP MLD 1604. Thc data fraine 1652 comprises a DA field sct to non-AP MLD2's

MAC address (STA-ML2-M). Thc TDLS Setup Request 1654 comprises a TDLS

Responder field set to non-AP MLD2*s MLD MAC address, and a TDLS Initiator field

20 set to the STA2's MAC address (STA2-M) as well as an MI. elcmcni. to indicate thai

STA2 is af1'iliated with non-AP MLDJ 1612. The ML clement includes information of

non-AP MLDJ 1612 as well information of the other STA affiliated with non-AP

MLDJ 1612 (i.e., STAJ 1613).

25 [00137] AP MLD 1604 idcntifics that thc further data frame 1652 is directed to its

associated non-AP MLD2 1622 based on the non-AP MLD2's MLD MAC address in
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the DA field, and forward the further data frame 1652 to one of the affiliated STAs of

non-AP MLD2 1622, for example in this embodiment STA3 1623. AP hlLD 1604 also

sets the RA field to the STA3's MAC address (STA3-M) when forwarding the data

1'ramc 1652 to STA3 1623. As such, thc data frame 1652 is concctly received by STA3

5 1623,

[001381 Since the TDLS frame indicates ihe DA as ihe MLD MAC Address, it is

possible that crossover may occur ivhen thc AP MLD relays the TDLS frames (i.c. the

frame is rclaycd on a diffcrcni link c.g. ihc TDLS Setup Rcqucsi. frame 1652 above).

10 However, the receiving Non-AP MLD can correctly identify the transmitting STA and

its link by referring to thc TDLS Initiator address and the BSSID fields of thc Link

Identifier element carried in the TDLS frame (noi in the ML element) and respond

accordingly.

15 [00139] ln this regard, even though a crossover from Link 2 to Link I has occurred,

non-AP MLD2 1622, which receives thc TDLS Setup Request 1654, may, in response,

transmit another data frame 1662 carrying a TDLS Setup Response 1664 back to STA2

1614, i.e. ihe TDLS Initiator. I'rom STA4 1624 via AP MLD 1604. Thc data frame 1662

comprises a DA field sei to non-AP MLD1's MLD MAC address (STA-MLI-M). The

20 TDI,S Setup Response 1664 comprise a. TDLS Iniiiaior Iield and TDI,S Responder iield,

both sct to the same MAC addressees as thai of thc TDLS Setup Request 1654,

respectively as well as an ML element that includes information of non-AP MLD2 1622

as well information of thc other STA affiliated with non-AP MLD2 1622 (i.e., STA3

1623).

25
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[00140] AP MLD 1604, which receives the data frmne 1662, identifies that the data

frame 1662 is tlirected non-AP MLDI 1612 based on the MAC address in thc DA field,

and fotwards the data I'rame 1662 to one of the affiliated STAs of non-AP MLDI 1612

(c.g., STA2 1614). AP MLD 1604 also sets the STA2's MAC address (STA2-M) in thc

RA field when forwarding the Data frame 1662 to STA2 1614. As such, the data frame

will he correctly received by STA2 1614.

[00141] Subsequently, STA2 1614 transmit a data frame 1672 comprising a TDLS

Setup Conl'irm 1674 to STA4 1624 via AP MLD 1604. Thc TDLS Setup Conlirm 1674

10 comprises a DA field set to non-AP MLD2's MLD MAC address (STA-ML2-M), as

well as a TDLS Responder field and a TDLS Initiator field, both set to thc same MAC

addressees as that of the TDLS Setup Request 1654 respectively as well as an ML

element that includes information of non-AP MLDI 1612 as well information of thc

other STA affiliated with non-AP MLDI 1612 (i.c., STA1 1613).

[00142] AP MLD 1604 identil'ies that tlsc data frame 1672 is directed to non-AP h1LD2

1622 based on the MAC address in the DA field, and fotward the data frame 1672 to

onc of thc alliliatcd STAs ol non-AP MLD2 1622, for cxamplc in this embodiment

STA4 1624. AP MLD 1604 also sets the RA field to the STA4's MAC address (STA4-

20 M) when forwarding the data frame 1672 to STA4 1624. As such, thc data frainc 1672

is correctly received by STA4 1624 and thc setup phase is complete.

[00143] Once TDLS setup bctwccn non-AP MLD1 1612 and non-AP MLD2 1622 has

been completed, any two STAs from non-AP MLDI 1612 and non-AP MLD2 1622

25 respectively are able to perform direct multi-link peer-to-peer communication with each
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other and transmit data frames in Link I and Link 2 via direct path. For example, STA2

and STA4 can exchange data frames 1682, 1692 on both Link I aml Link 2 respectively

via direct path. In this case, the BSSID field of the Data frames transmitted on the direct

links arc set to thc respective associated BSSIDs. Below arc some subtle points

5 regarding the flow 1600.

[001441 Since IP address is tied io ihe MLD MAC Address (return by ARP), initially

STA1 1613 will only know non-AP MLD2s MLD MAC Address. The TDLS Initiator

STA Address and ihc BSSID field in ihc Link Idcntil'icr clcmcni idcntil'ics thc initiator

10 STA and the link in which the TDLS Discovery Response frame 1642 should be

transmitted.

[00145] Thc content ol'he TDLS Discovery Request hamc 1632 is same even if the

recipient is a non-MLD (since transmitter would not know whether it is an MLD or not),

15 cxccpt that thc TDLS responder STA Address in this case will be thc STA2's MAC

address.

[00146) Here, it is to be noted that in the TDLS Discovery Response frame. 1642, the

TA field is set as the MAC Address of the transmitting STA (STA4-M) and is different

20 from the TDLS Responder STA Address field in the Link Identifier element. This

behaviour is different from the baseline TDLS behaviour, however since the recipient

is also an MI,D, and it is already aware of the STA MAC Address through the MI,

Elcmcni (included in ihe Common Info field ol'hc ML Elcmcni) so ii can veril'y ihc

TA field of the Discovery Response frame even if the TDLS Responder S'I'A Address

25 field is sct as thc MLD MAC Address.
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[00147] In the foflowing paragraphs, an embodiment is explained with reference to an

ML-TDLS setup between a non-AP MLD and a non-MLD STA via an AP MLD for

multi-link peer-to-peer communication, where the setup is initiated by the non-AP

MLD.

[00148] Fig. 17 depicts a flow chan 1700 illustrating communications between a non-

AP MLD 1712 and a non-MLD STA (STA3) 1722 via a non-MLD AP 1704 for multi-

link peer-to-peer communication according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Thc communications can be divided into discovery phase 1701, setup phase 1702 and

10 direct link communication 1703,

[00149] In the discovery phase 1701, STA2 1714 of non-AP MLDI 1712 may initiate

a TDLS Discovery by transmitting a data frame 1732 carrying a TDLS Discovery

Request 1734 to STA3 1722 via AP MLD 1704. Thc data frame comprises a DA field

IS set to STA3's MAC address. Thc TDLS Discovery Request I?34 comprises a TDLS

Initiator field set to the STA2's MAC address (STA2-M) and a TDLS Responder field

set to STA3's MAC address as well as an ML element to indicate that STA2 1714 is

affiliated with non-AP MLD I 1712.

20 [00150] AP MI.D 1704, which rcccivcs thc data I'ramc 1732, idcntil'ics ihat thc TDI,S

Discovery Request 1734 carried in the data frame 1732 is directed to STA3 1722 based

on STA3's MAC address in the DA field, and forwards the data frame 1732* carrying

the TDLS Discovery Request 1734'cccived from non-AP MLDI 1712 to STA3 1722.

25 [00151] AP MLD 1704 may typically sct thc SA field of a forwarded data frame as the

non-AP MLD's hfLD MAC Address, but when it is forwarding to a non-MLD STA
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(e.g. a legacy STA STA3 1722), the SA field is sct as the MAC Address of the

transmitting STA of thc non-AP MLDI 1712, in this case. the STA2's MAC address

(STA2-M). The TDLS Responder (STA3 1722) can correctly set the RA of the

subsequent Discovery response action t'ramc sent over thc direct path based on the SA

5 and/or the TDLS Initiator MAC address ol'he received Data I'rame carrying the

Discovety Request frame. This avoids the STAs of the non-AP MLD having to filter

rcceivcd frames based on MLD MAC Address.

10 [00152] When forwarding the data frame 1732*, AP MLD 1704 also sets the STA3's

MAC address (STA3-M) in the RA I'ield when forwarding the Data frame 1732'o

STA3 1722. As such, the data frame will be correctly received by STA3 1722.

[00153] STA3 1722, which rcccives thc TDLS Discovery Request 1734', may transmit

15 a TDLS Discovery Response Action frame 1742 back to STA2 1714 on a direct link

(Link 2). STA3 1722 is able to sct thc RA Iield of thc TDLS Discovery Rcsponsc Action

frame 1742 to STA2's MAC address (STA2-M). As such, this leads to the frames such

as the TDLS Discovery Response Action frame 1742 sent hy STA3 1722 to the non-

AP MLD 1612 on a direct link to bc correctly rcccived via STA2 1714. lt is to bc noted

20 that since STA3 1722 is not an MLD, the TDLS Discovery Response frame 1742 does

not carry an ML Element.

[00154] In the subsequent setup phase 1702, non-AP MLDI 1712 may initiate a TDLS

Setup with STA3 1722 via AP MLD 1704 by transmitting a further data frame 1752

25 carrying a TDLS Setup Request 1754 from STA2 1714 to STA3 1722 via AP MLD

1704. The data frame comprises a DA field set to STA3's MAC address. The TDLS
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Setup Request 1754 comprises a TDLS Responder field set to STA3*s MAC address,

and a TDLS Initiator field set to the STA2's lvIAC address (STA2-M). It is to bc noted

that since it is now known to non-AP MLDI 1712 that STA3 1722 is not an MLD (due

to lack of ML Element in thc TDLS Discovery Response frame), thc TDLS Setup

5 Request 1752 does not carry an ML Element.

[001551 AP MLD 1704 identifies that the further dain frame 1752 is directed to STA3

1722 based on the STA3's MAC address in the DA field, and forwards the further data

frame 1752 to STA3 1722 AP MLD 1704 also sets the RA field to the STA3's MAC

10 address (STA3-M) when forwarding the data frame 1752 to STA3 I?23. As such, the

data frame 1752 is correctly received by STA3 1722.

[00156) STA3 1722, which receives ihc TDLS Setup Request 1754, may, in response,

transmit another data frame 1762 carrying a TDLS Setup Response 1764 back to STA2

15 1714, i.c. the TDLS Initiator, via AP MLD 1704. Thc data fraine comprises a DA field

set to non-AP MLDI 's MLD MAC address. The TDLS Setup Response 1764 comprise

a TDLS Initiator field and TDLS Rcspondcr field, both sct to the same MAC addrcssecs

as thai of thc TDLS Setup Request 1754 respectively.

20 [00157] AP MLD 1704, which receives ihc data lramc 1762, identities that the TDLS

Setup Response 1764 carried in the data frame 1762 is directed to non-AP MLDI 1712

based on non-AP MI,DI 's MI.D MAC address in the DA field, and forwards the data

frame 1762 io onc of thc affiliated STAs of non-AP MLD 1712, I'or example in ibis

embodiment S'I'A2 1714, AP MLD 1704 also sets the S I A2's MAC address (STA2-

25 M) in the RA field when forwarding thc Data frame 1762 to STA2 1714. As such, the

data frame will be correctly received by STA2 1714.
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[00158] Subsequently. STA2 1714 transmits a data frame 1772 comprising a TDLS

Setup Confitm 1774 to STA3 1722 via AP MLD 1704. The data frame 1772 comprises

a DA field set to STA3's MAC address (STA3-M). The TDLS Setup Confirm 1774

5 comprises a TDLS Initiator field and TDLS Responder field, both set to the same MAC

addresses as that of the TDLS Setup Request 1754 rcspectivcly. It is to be noted that

the TDLS Setup Con('irm 1772 does noi carry an ML Element.

[00159] AP MLD 1704 idcniil'ics thai ihc dai.a I'rame 1772 is directed to STA3 1772

10 based on the MAC address in the DA field, and forward the data frame 1772 to STA3

1722. AP MLD 1704 also sets thc RA field to thc STA3's MAC address (STA3-M)

when forwarding the data frame 1772 to STA3 1722. As such, the data I'rame 1772 is

correctly received by STA3 1722 and thc setup phase is complete.

15 [00160] Once TDLS setup between non-AP MLD1 1712 and STA3 1722 has been

completed, STA2 1714 non-AP IvILDI 1712 and STA3 arc able to perform direct multi-

linl- pccr-to-peer communication with each other and transmit data frames in thc

common operating link (Link 2) via direct path.

20 [00161] In thc following paragraphs, an embodiment is explained with relercncc to an

ML-TDLS setup between a non-AP MLD and a non-MLD STA via an AP MLD for

multi-link peer-to-peer communication, where the setup is initiated hy the non-MI.D

STA.

25 [00162] There are iwo possible options to perl'onn TDLS Setup initiated by a non-

MLD STA with a non-AP MLD via AP MLD. In Option I, regardless of the TDLS
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Responder STA Address field in the Link Identifier element, thc non-AP MLD will set

thc TA of the TDLS Discovery Response frame as the transmitting STA's MAC

Address (STA2-M). Based on this during the direct Jink communication, the same MAC

Address (STA's) is used in the RA field. However, with this option there is a risk that

the legacy STA (STA3) may reject the TDLS Discovery Response frame due to the

mismatch in the TA field and the TDLS Responder STA Address field in the Link

Identifier clcmcni.

[00163] In Option 2, upon rccciving a TDLS Discovery Rcqucst frame in legacy

JO format (identified by the absence of the ML Indication), the TDLS Responder simply

uses whatever address (MLD MAC Address or STA MAC Address) is used in thc

TDLS Responder STA Address 1'ield in the Link Identifier element of the TDLS

Discovery Request frame as thc TA field in the TDLS Discovery Response frame. The

choice of ihe address set in the TDLS Responder field in the Link Identifier clement in

IS thc TDLS frames as well as in thc RA fields in the frames transmitted in thc direct link

by thc legacy device depend on its knowledge ol'hc MAC Address of the TDLS

Responding STA, v hich may be impacted for example by the way the ARP protocol

returns thc MAC Address of an MLD. Or a legacy STA may learn the STA MAC

Address via its past communications with the STA, or by listening on the wireless

20 mcdiurn etc. Adapting thc TA field of thc TDLS Discovery Rcsponsc frame (or Data

frames transmitted over the direct path) ensures that the legacy STA does not reject the

TDLS Discovery Response frame due to mismatch between the TA field and the TDLS

Responder STA Address field. The same address is also used as the TA for all frames

transmitted on ihc direct linl..

28
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[00164] Fig. 18 depicts a tlow chart 1800 illustrating communications between a non-

AP MLD 1812 and a non-MLD STA (STA3) 1822 via a non-MLD AP 1804 for multi-

link peer-to-peer communication according to another embodiment of the present

disclosure following Option I dcscribcd above. The communications can bc divided

5 into discovery phase 1801, setup phase 1802 and direct link communication 1803.

[00165] In ihe discovery phase 1801. STA3 1822 may initiate a TDLS Discovery by

transmitting a data frame 1832 carrying a TDLS Discovery Request 1834 to non-AP

MLDI 1812 via AP MLD 1804. The dais frame 1832 comptiscs a DA field sci to non-

10 AP MLDI's MAC address (STA-ML1-M). Since IP address is tied to the MLD MAC

Address (rcturn by ARP), initially STA3 1822 may only know non-AP MLDI's MLD

MAC Address.The TDLS Discovery Request 1834 comprises a TDI S Initiator field sei

to STA3's MAC address (STA3-M) and a TDLS Responder field sct to non-AP

MLDI 's MLD MAC address (STA-MLI-M). The TDLS Initiator STA Address and

15 thc BSSID field in the Link Idcntitter elcmcnt identifies thc initiator STA 1822 and the

link in which the TDLS Discovery response I'ramc 1832 should bc transmitted. The

content of the TDLS Discovery Request frame is same even if the recipient is a non-

MLD (since STA3 1822 would not know whether thc recipient is an MLD or not).

20 [00166] AP MI.D 1804, which rcccivcs ihc dain I'ramc 1832, idcntil'ics that ihe TDI.S

Discovery Request 1834 carried in thc data frame 1832 is directed to non-AP MLD

based on MLD MAC address in the DA field, and forwards the data frame 1832'amying

thc TDLS Discovery Request 1834'cccivcd from STA3 1822 to onc of thc

al'filiated STA of non-AP MLD I 1812, for example in this case STAI 1813 and titus a

25 crossover to Link I has occurred. AP MLD 1804 sets the STA I's MAC address (STA1-
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M) in the RA field when forwarding the Data frame 1832* to STAI 1813. As such, the

data frame will be correctly rcccived by STAI 1813.

[00167] Non-AP MLD 1812, which receives the TDLS Discovery Request 1834', may

5 transmit a TDLS Discovery Response Action frame 1842 hack to STA3 1822 on a direct

link from one of thc afliliated STAs, for example in this embodiment STA2 1814

operating in a same link as non-MLD STA3 1822. Non-AP MLD 1812 sets ihe TA I'ield

of the TDLS Discovery Response Action frame 1842 as the MAC address of the

transmit.iing STA (STA2 1814), and also ihc RA field ol'hc TDLS Discovery Rcsponsc

10 Action frame 1842 to STA3's MAC address (STA3-M). As such, this leads to the

frames such as the TDLS Discovery Rcsponsc Action frame 1842 sent by STA2 1814

to STA3 1822 on a direct link io be correctly received via STA3 1822. Importantly,

under Option I, the MAC address of thc transmitting STA in TA field of the TDLS

Discovery Response Action frame 1842 may bc used to set ihe RA iield of data frame

15 transmitted by STA3 1822 in thc direct link communication 1803.

[00168] In the subsequent setup phase 1802, STA3 1822 may initiate a TDLS Setup

with non-AP MLD 1812 via AP MLD 1804 by transmitting a luriher data frame 1852

can ying a TDLS Setup Request 1854 from STA3 1822 to non-AP lvlLD 1822 via AP

20 MLD 1804. The data. frame 1852 comprises a DA Iield sct. to non-AP MI,D's MI D

MAC address (STA-ML1-M). The TDLS Setup Request 1854 comprises a TDLS

Responder iield. set to non-AP MLD*s MLD MAC address, and a TDLS Initiator field

sct to the STA3*s MAC address (STA3-M).

25 [00169] AP MLD 1804 idcntifics that thc further data frame 1852 is directed to non-

AP MLD1 1812 based on the MLD MAC address in the DA field. and forward the
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further data frrune 1852 to one of the affiliated STAs of non-AP MLDI 1812, for

example in this embodiment STA2 1814. AP MLD 1804 also sets thc RA field to the

STA2's MAC address (STA2-M) when forivarding the data frame 1852 to STA2 1814.

As such, thc data frame 1852 is correctly received by STA2 1814.

[00170] lqon-AP MLD 1812, which receives the TDLS Setup Rcqucst 1854, may, in

response, transmit another data lrame 1862 carrying a TDLS Setup Response 1864 hack

to STA3 1822, i.c. thc TDLS Initiator, via AP MLD 1804. The data frame 1862

comprises a DA field set to STA3's MAC address Thc TDLS Setup Rcsponsc 1864

10 comprise a TDLS Initiator field and TDLS Responder field, both set to the same MAC

addresses as that of thc TDLS Setup Request 1854 rcspcctivcly.

]00171] AP MLD 1804, which receives thc data frame 1862, identities that thc TDLS

Setup Response 1864 catvied in the data I'rame 1862 is directed to STA3 1822 based on

15 STA3's MAC address in the DA field, and forwards the data frame 1862 to STA3 1822.

AP MLD 1804 also sets thc STA3's MAC address (STA3-M) in the RA field when

forwarding the Data frame 1862 to STA3 1822. As such. thc data frame will be correctly

received by STA3 1822.

20 [00172] Subsequently. STA3 1822 transmit a data frame 1872 comprising a TDLS

Setup Confirm 1874 to non-AP MLDI 1812 via AP MLD 1804. The data frame

comp ises a DA field set to non-AP MI,D I 's MAC address (STA-MI, I -M). The TDI S

Setup Conl'irm 1874 comprises a TDLS Rcspondcr I'icld and a TDLS Initiator Iield,

both set to the same MAi'ddresses as that of the 'I'DLS Setup Request 1854

25 rcspcctivcly.
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[00173] AP MLD 1804 identifies that the data frame 1872 is directed to non-AP MLD1

1812 based on the MLD MAC address in thc DA field, and forivard thc data frame 1872

to one of the affiliated STAs of non-AP MLDI 1812, for example in this embodiment

STA2 1814. AP MLD 1804 also sets thc RA t'ield to thc STA2's MAC address (STA2-

5 M) when forwarding the data frame 1872 to STA2 1814. As such, the data frame 1872

is correctly received by STA2 1814 and the setup phase is complete.

[00174] Once TDLS setup between non-AP MLD1 1812 and STA3 has been

completed, STA2 1814 non-AP MLD1 1812 and STA3 1822 arc able to perl'orm direct

10 multi-link peer-to-peer communication with each other and transmit data frames 1882

in the common operating link(Link 2) via direct path. Thc RA of such data frames 1882

is set as receiving STA*s MAC address based on TA of the Discovery Response Action

frame 1842. However, as explained earlier, with this option there is a risk that the legacy

STA (STA3) may reject the TDLS Discovery Response lrame duc to thc mismatch in

15 thc TA field and thc TDLS Responder STA Address field in the Link Idcntificrehcmcnt

and the legacy STA may not even proceed to the TDLS Setup phase.

[00175] Fig. 19 depicts a flow chart 1900 illustrating communications between a non-

AP MLD 1912 and a non-MLD STA (STA3) 1922 via a non-MLD AP 1904 for multi-

20 link peer-to-peer coinmunication according t&s yct another cmbodiuicnt of the present

disclosure following Option 2 described above. The communications can be divided

into discovery phase 1901, setup phase 1902 and direct link communication 1903. Note

that, unlike all cmbodiincnts shown in thc present disclosure, all address fields,

especially in TDLS Responder field, expressed in Fig. 19 using two addresses separated

25 with a dash (e.g. A/B) mean either one of the two addresses (A or B) is used for the
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address fidds, based on the legacy STA*s knowledge of the non-AP MLD's MAC

Address. The non-AP MLD's MLD MAC Address is used if the legacy STA identifies

the non-AP MLD by it's MLD MAC Address, else the MAC Address of the STA

altiliated with the non-AP MLD that operates in the same link as thc legacy STA is

5 used.

[00176] In the discovery phase 1901, STA3 1922 may initiate a TDLS Discovery by

transmitting a data frame 1932 caiTying a TDLS Discovery Request 1934 to non-AP

MLDI 1912 via AP MLD 1904. The data frame 1932 comprises a DA field sct to cithcr

10 non-AP MLDI 's MLD MAC address (STA-MLI-M) or STA2's MAC address (STA2-

M). The TDLS Discovery Request 1934 comprises a TDLS Initiator field set to STA3'

MAC address (STA3-M) and a TDLS Responder field set to either non-AP MLDI 's

MLD MAC address or STA2's MAC address.

15 [00177] AP MLD 1904, which receives the data frame 1932„ identifies that thc TDLS

Discovery Request 1934 can icd in thc data frame 1932 is directed to either non-AP

MLD or STA2 based on thc MAC address in the DA field, and forwards thc data frame

1932'arrying the TDLS Discovery Request 1934'eceived from STA3 1922 to STA

1914 if STA2's MAC address is used, or one of the affiliated STA of non-AP lvILDI

20 1912, if non-AP MI.D's MAC address is included, for eaarnple in ibis embodiment

STA I 1913, and thus a crossover to Link I has occurred. AP MLD 1904 sets the STA I 's

MAC address (STAI-M) in the RA field when forwarding the Data frame 1932'o

STA1 1913. As such. the data frame will bc correctly rcccivcd by STAI 1913.

25 [00178] Non-AP MLD 1912, which rcccivcs thc TDLS Discovery Rcqucst 1934', may

transmit a TDLS Discovery Response Action frame 1942 back to STA3 1922 on a direct
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link. In this case, even though crossover has occurred, non-AP hILDI send the TDLS

Discoveiy Rcsponsc 1942 to the TDLS initiator STA3 1922 via direct path on the

con ect link (Link 2) identified hy the BSSID field using STA2 1914.

5 [00179] Importantly, non-AP MLD 1912 sets the TA field of the TDLS Discovery

Response Action frame 1942 to be the same as that included in the TDLS Rcspondcr

field.

[00180] Non-AP MLD 1912 also sets the RA field of the TDLS Discovery Response

10 Action frame 1942 to STA3*s MAC address (STA3-M). As such, this leads to the

frames such as the TDLS Discovery Rcsponsc Action frunc 1942 sent by STA2 1914

to STA3 1922 on a direct link to be correctly received via STA3 1922. The STA or

MLD MAC address in TA field ol'he TDLS Discovery Response Action lramc 1942

(which is also as that included in the TDLS Responder field) will be also be used to set

15 the RA field of data frame transinittcd in the direct link cominunication 1903. Since thc

TA field and the TDLS Responder field carry the same address (either the MLD MAC

Address of STA MAC Address), the TDLS Responder frainc will not be rejected by

STA3 1922.

20 [00181] In the subsequent setup phase 1902, STA3 1922 may iniiiate a TDLS Setup

with non-AP MLD 1912 via AP MLD 1904 by transmitting a further data frame 19S2

canying a TDI,S Setup Request 1954 from STA3 1922 to non-AP MI,D 1922 via AP

MLD 1904. Thc data frame 1932 comprises a DA field sct to non-AP MLDI's MLD

MAC address (STA-MLl-M). 'I'he TDLS Setup Request 19S4 comprises a TDLS

2S Initiator field set to STA3's MAC address (STA3-M) and a TDLS Rcspondcr field set

to cithcr non-AP MLD I's MLD MAC address or STA2's MAC address.
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[00182] AP MLD 1904 identifies thai the further data frame 1952 is directed to non-

AP MLDI 1912 based on the MLD MAC address in thc DA field, and forward thc

further data frame 1952 to onc of the affiliated STAs of non-AP MLDI 1912, for

5 example in this embodiment STA2 1914. AP MLD 1904 also sets the RA field to the

STA2's MAC address (STA2-M) when forwarding thc data frame 1952 to STA2 1914.

As such, the data irame 1952 is correctly received by STA2 1914.

[00183] Non-AP MLD 1912, which receives the TDLS Setup Request 19S4, may, in

10 response, transmit another data frame 1962 carrying a TDLS Setup Response 1964 back

to STA3 1922, i.c. ihe TDLS Initiator. via AP MLD 1904. Thc data frame comprises a

DA field set to STA3's MAC address (STA3-M). The TDLS Setup Response 1964

comprise a TDLS Initiator field and TDLS Responder field. both sct to thc MAC

addresses same as that of the TDLS Setup Request 19S4 respectively.

15

[00184] AP MLD 1904, which receives the data frame 1962, identifies that the TDLS

Setup Response 1964 carried in the data frame 1962 is dircctcd to STA3 1922 based on

STA3's MAC address in the DA field, and forwards the data frame 1962 to STA3 1922.

AP MLD 1904 also sets the STA3's MAC address (STA3-M) in the RA field when

20 forwarding the Dain frame 1962 to STA3 1922. As such. ihe data frame will be correctly

received by STA3 1922.

[00185] Subsequently. STA3 1922 transmit a data frame 1972 comprising a TDLS

Setup Confirm 1974 to non-AP MLDI 1812 via AP MLD 1904. The data frame 1972

25 comprises a DA field set io non-AP MLD I 's MAC address (STA-MLI-M). Thc TDLS
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Setup Contirm 1974 comprises a TDLS initiator field and TDLS Responder field, both

sct to thc same MAC addresses as that of thc TDLS Setup Request 1954 rcspcctivcly.

[00186] AP MLD 1904 identifies that the data frame 1972 is directed to non-AP MLD I

5 1912 based on the MLD MAC address in the DA field, and forward the data frame 1972

to one of the affiliated STAs of non-AP MLD1 1912, for example in this embodiment

STA2 1914. AP MLD 1904 also sets the RA field to the STA2' MAC address (STA2-

M) when forwarding thc data frame 1972 to STA2 1914. As such, thc data frame 1972

is correctly received by STA2 1914 and the setup phase is complctc.

10

[00187] Once TDLS setup bctviccn non-AP MLDI 1912 and STA3 has been

completed, STA2 1914 non-AP MLD I 1912 and STA3 1922 are able to perform direct

peer-to-peer communication with each other and transmit data frames 1982 in thc

common operating link (Link 2) via direct path. The RA of such daia frames 1982 is

15 sct as thc same MLD or STA MAC address as that in TA field of the TDLS Discovery

Response Action frame 1942 (which is same as that included in thc TDLS Responder

field).

[00188] Fig. 20 depicts a flow chart 2000 illustrating an address setting process for an

20 MLD that is a TDI.S responding STA according to an embodiment of ihc prcscni

disclosure. In step 2002, a TDLS frame is rcccivcd. In step 2004, it is determined if the

received TDLS frame is a TDLS Discovery Request frame or a TDLS Setup frame and

whether thc TDLS Discovery Request frame or the TDLS Setup frame includes an ML

indication. If Ycs. step 2006 is carried out; otherwise step 2008 is carried out. In step

25 2006, a step of setting TA of the frames, e.g. TDLS Discovery Response fraine, Data
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frames, transmitted hy thc TDLS responding STA over direct path, as the uansmitting

STA's MAC address is performed. In step 2008, a step of setting TA of thc frames

transmitted by the TDLS responding STA over direct path to be the same as the address

carried in thc TDLS Responder STA Address field in the Link Identifier clement cat7icd

in the TDLS t'rames. The address setting process afler carrying out step 2006 or 2008

may then end. Alternatively, it is also possible that a TDLS responding STA always

acts ihc TA of'hc frames transmitted by ihc TDLS responding STA over direct path io

be thc same as thc address carried in the TDLS Responder STA Address field in the

Link Idcntificr clement carried in thc TDLS frames.

10

[00189] According to an embodiment of the prcscnt disclosure, 3-way TDLS PccrKcy

(TPK) handshake protocol perf'ormed over the TLDS setup phase is used to derive the

security kcy (TPK) which is used for providing confidentiality and authentication of

the frame exchanged over all thc direct links. Fig. 21 depicts a flow chart 2100

IS illustrating communications between two non-AP MLDs 2112, 2122 via a non-MLD

AP 2104 for multi-link peer-to-peer communication according to an embodiment of the

present disclosure. This embodiment illustrates TPK setup phase 2102 and direct link

communication 2103.

20 [00190] ln the TPK setup phase 2102, non-AP MI,DI 2112 may initiate a TPK Setup

with non-AP MLD2 2122 via AP MLD 2104 hy transmitting a data frame 2132 carrying

a TDLS Setup Request (in turn carrying TDLS pairwise master key (PMK) handshake

message I) 2134 from STA2 2114 to non-AP MLD2 2122 via AP MLD 2104. Thc data

frame 2132 comprises DA field set to non-AP MLD2's MLD MAC address (STA-

25 ML2-M). The TDLS Setup Request 2134 comprises a Link identifier Element and a
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Fast BSS Transition Element (FTEl as well as an ML element that includes information

of non-AP MLD1 and its affiliated STAs operating on the one or more links requested

for ML-TDLS.

5 [001911 AP MLD 2104 identifies thai the data frame 2132 is directed to its associated

non-AP MLD2 2122 based on the non-AP VILD2's MAC address in the DA field, and

forward ihc data I'ramc 2132 io onc ol'he al'filiated STAs of non-AP MLD2 2122, I'or

example in this embodiment STA3 2123. AP MLD 2104 also sets thc RA field to the

STA3's MAC address (STA3-Ml when forv;arding thc data frame 2132 to STA3 2113.

10 As such, the data I'rame 2132 is correctly received by STA3 2123.

[001921 Even though a crossover from Link 2 to Link I has occurred, non-AP MLD2

2122, which rcceivcs thc TDLS Setup Request 2134, may, in response, transmit another

dain frame 2142 carrving a TDLS Setup Response (in turn canying TDLS PMK

15 handshake tnessagc 2) 2144 hack to non-AP MLD I 2112 via AP MLD 2104. The TDLS

Setup Response 2144 comprise a DA field set to non-AP MLDI 's MAC address (STA-

MLI-M). The TDLS Setup Response 2144 comprises a Link Identifier Element and a

Fast BSS Transition Element (FTE1 as well as an ML clcmcni that includes information

of non-AP MLD2 and its affiliated STAs operating on the one or more links agreed for

20 ML-TDLS.

[001931 AP MLD 1604, which receives the data frame 2142, identifies that the TDLS

Setup Response 2144 carried in thc data frame 2142 is dircctcd to non-AP MLD I 2112,

and forv,ards the data frame 2142 to one of the affiliated STAs of non-AP MLI 2112,

25 for example in this embodiment STA2 2114. AP MLD 2104 also sets the STA2's MAC
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address (STA2-M) in the RA tteld when forwarding the Data frame 2142 to STA2 2114

As such, thc data frame will be correctly received by STA2 2114.

[00194] Subsequently. STA2 2114 transmit a data frame 2152 comprising a TDLS

5 Setup Confimt (in turn carrying TDLS PMK handshake message 3) 2154 to non-AP

MLD2 2122 via AP MLD 2104. The data frame 2152 comprises a DA field sct to non-

AP MLD2* s MAC address (STA-ML2-Mk The TDLS Setup Confirm 2154 comprises

a Link identifier Element and a Fast BSS Transition Element (FTE) as well as an ML

clcmcnt. that includes inl'ormation of non-AP MLD1 and its affiliated STAs operating

10 on the one or more links confirmed for ML-TDLS.

[00195] AP MLD 2104 identifies that the data frame 2152 is directed to non-AP MLD2

2122 based on the MAC address in thc DA field, and fotxvard the data frame 2152 to

onc ol'hc affiliated STAs ol'on-AP MLD2 2122, for example in this embodiment

15 STA4 2124. AP MLD 2104 also sets the RA tteld to the STA4's MA(.'ddress (STA4-

Mi when 1'orwarding the data 1'rame 2151 to STA4 2124. As such, thc data frame 2152

is cotaectly received by STA4 2124 and the setup phase is complete.

[00196] Once TDLS setup between non-AP MLD1 2112 and non-AP MLD2 2122 has

20 bccn completed, any two STAs lrom non-AP MLD1 2112 and non-AP MLD2 2122

respectively arc able to perfotm direct multi-link peer-to-peer communication with each

other and transmit data frames in Link 1 and Link 2 via direct path. For example, STA2

and STA4 as well as STA1 and STA3 can exchange data frames 2162 and 2172 on both

Link 2 and Link 1 respecti vely via direct patlt.

25
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[00197] Fig. 22A depicts an example foimat of an FTE 2202. The FTE 2202 comprises

an Element ID field, a Length field, a Message Integrity Code (MIC) Control field. an

MIC field, an Anonce field and a SNonce field. The TPK derivation is shown in the

1'ollowing equations:

TPK-Key-input = Hash(min (SNoncc, ANonce)
~~

max (SNonce, ANonce))

(Equation I)

10

TPK = KDF-Hash-Length(TPK-Key-Input, TDLS PMK, min (MAC I,

MAC R)j( max (MAC 1. MAC R) (~
BSSID)

(Equation 2)

TPK-KCK = L(TPK, 0, 128) (Equation 3)

15 TPK-TK = l,(TPK, 128, l,ength — 128) (Fquatinn 4)

where BSSID, MAC I and MAC R arc the values of the BSSID, TDLS Initiator STA

Address field and the TDLS Responder STA Address fields of the Link Identifier

20 Element camcd in thc TDLS Setup frames rcspcctivcly. This is regardless of whcthcr

the Link Identifier element carries the MLD MAC address or the affiliated STA's MAC

adcll'ess.

[00198] In an embodiment, key conl'irmaiion kcy (KCK) is used to provide data origin

28 authenticity in TDLS Setup Response and TDLS Setup Confirm frames while the same

TPK-TK is used Io provitle conl'idcntialiiy for all protccictl frames transmitted over all

the direct links.
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[00199] Fig. 22B depicts an example format of a Link Idcntificr Element 2222. The

Link Identifier Element 2222 comprises an Element ID field, a Length field, a BSSID

1'icld, a TDLS Initiator STA Address field and a TDLS Responder STA Address field.

[00200] During the Message Integrity Code (MIC) calculation for the TPK handshake

mcssagcs 2 and 3. i.c. Setup Response and Setup Conlirm, thc values of thc TDLS

Initiator STA Address field and the TDLS Responder STA Address field of the Link

Identifier element carried in the TDLS Setup friuncs arc used as thc TDLS Initiator STA

10 MAC address and TDLS Responder STA MAC address respectively, regardless of

whether the Link Identifier element carries thc MLD MAC address or the affiliated

STA's MAC address The MIC shall bc calculated on thc concatenation, in thc

following order, of:

~ TDLS initiator STA MAC address (6 octets)

~ TDLS responder STA MAC address (6 octcts)

~ Transaction Sequence number (I octet) which shall be set to the value 2 or 3

~ Link Idcntificr clement

~ RSNE

~ Timeoui Interval element

20 ~ FTE, with the MIC field of the FTE set to 0.

~ ML element (il'n ML element is included in the TDLS Setup frames).

[00201] Importantly„ML clement is included in thc MIC calculation. In onc

embodiment, the above MIC calculation is performed using TPK-KCK and AES-128-

25 C MAC algorithm.
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[00202] Accorcling to thc present disclosure, in ML-TDLS direct link communication,

the BlockAck agreement negotiated between two non-AP MLDs for a traffic identifier

(TID). over any one direct link, shall bc applicable to all direct links between the two

non-AP MLDs. In other words, common multi-link features supported by both non-AP

MLDs are available all direct links, such common multi-link features including multi-

link BlockAck cross link rctransmission of frames, MLD MAC address based

Additional Authentication Data (ADD) and Nonce construction during an

encapsulation or a dccapsulation of frames under a Counter Mode v:ith Cipher Block

10 Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol (CCMP) or a Galois/Counter Mode

Protocol (GCMP).

[00203] The same sequence number space and Packet Number (PN) space shall be

used for frames ol'he TID exchanged over any of the direct links. Retransmission of

IS failed fmmcs may also occur over any direct link. The same PN is also used when a

protected frame is retransmitted on a different direct link.

[00204] Fig. 23 depicts an example format ol'data I'ramc 2300 transmitted over a direct

link between two non-AP MLDs. The data frame 2300 comprises a Frame Control field,

20 a Duration I'ield, an Address I field, an Address 2 iield, an Address 3 field, a Scqucncc

Control field, a QoS Control field, a HT field, a Payload field and an FCS. The Frame

Control field, the Duration field, the Address I field, the Address 2 field. the Address

3 field, thc Sequence Control, thc QOS Control field and thc HT Control field may bc

grouped as MAC header; and the Payload field is the Frame Body. The Frame Control

25 field comprises a To DS field and a From DS field, both set to 0.
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[002051 Fig. 23B depicts an example MLD MAC address based ADD construction

2320 used for encapsulation or dhcapsutation of frames under a counter mode with

CCMP or GCMP. The ADD comprises a total of 30 octcts. The ADD comprises Frame

Control {FC) field {2 octets), an MLD-RA field (6 octets), an MLD-TA field (6 octets),

Address 3 (A3) field (6 octets), a Sequence Control (SC) field (2 octets). Address 4

(A4') t'ield (6 ociets) and a QOS Control (QC) field (2 ociets). Importantly, the MLD

MAC Addresses of the receiving MLD and the transmitting MLD are used in thc A 1,

A2 fields ol'hc AAD respectively instead of ihc Al, A2 1'iclds ol'he frames.

10

[00206] Fig. 23C depicts an example MLD MAC address based Nonce construction

2340 used for encapsulation or decapsulation of frames under a counter mode with

CCMP or GCMP. Thc Nonce comprises a total of 13 octets. Thc Nonce comprises a

Nonce Flags (1 octet), an MLD TA iield (6 octets) and aPN field(6 octets). )mportanily,

15 the MLD MAC Addresses of the transmitting MLD is used in thc A2 field of the Nonce

instead of the A2 fields of ihe frames.

[00207'( The rules for ADD and Nonce calculation during CCMP/GCMP

encapsulation/decapsulation for data frames 2300 exchanged between two non-AP

20 MLDs over the direct ltnk tue as follows:

a) The MLD MAC address of the recipient MLD is used as the Al field for the

AAD construction.

b) Thc MLD MAC address of thc transmitting MLD is used as thc A2 field for thc

AAD and Nonce construction.
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c) If the non-AP hILDs are associated with an AP MLD, the MLD MAC Address

of thc AP MLD is used as the A3 field for thc AAD construction. Otherwise,

the Address 3 field of the protected frame is used for A3.

[002081 Alternative, the addresses carried in the TDLS Initiator STA Address 1'ield,

the TDLS Responder Address field and the BSSID field of the Link Identifier Element

carried in ihc TDLS Setup frames may be used instead in ihc AAD and Nonce

construction.

10 [002091 In an embodiment, a multi-link feature such as ML-TDLS link switching is

available. A non-AP MLD mav request its peer non-AP MLD io switch an existing

direct link to another link if ihc peer MLD has indicated ii supports TDLS Link

Switching, e.g. with TDLS Link Switching Supported field set to "1" or "True". The

TDLS Channel Switch Request/Response I'rame mav be repurposed for TDLS Link

1S Switching. The frames are encapsulated in Data irames and transmitted on the current

direct link. Altcrnativcly, new lramcs, e.g. TDLS Link Switching Request/Response

frames may be defined for this putpose.

[002101 Fig. 24 depicts a flow chart 2400 illustrating multi-link peer-to-peer

20 communications between two non-AP MLDs 2412, 2422 associated with an AP MLD

2402 according to an embodiment of thc present disclosure. Ii is assumed thai non-AP

MLD1 2412 has setup TDLS direct link with non-AP MLD2 2422 on Link 1 and data

frames 2432 are transmitted between the two non-AP MLDs 2412, 2422 on Link 1.

Non-AP MLD1 2412 may intend io switch its direct link (on Link Ii v ith non-AP

2S MLD2 2422 by transmitting a TDLS Channel Switch Request 2442 to non-AP lvlLD2
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2422 on the current direct link (Link I L ln one embodiment. non-AP MLDI 2412 has

determined that non-AP MLD2 2422 supports TDLS Link Switching based on the

indication in TDLS Link Switching Supported field in TDLS Discovery Response

transmitted by non-AP MLD2 2422. Non-AP MLD2 2422, which receives such request

5 2442, may in response transmit a TDLS Channel Switch Response 2452 hack to non-

AP lviLD2 2422 on the cuncnt direct link.

[00211] In one case, if thc link switching is successful, after a switch time, the TDLS

direct. link will then bc switched I'rom Link I to Link 2 and ihc direct. link on Link I

10 will be disabled. On the other hand, if the link switching is unsuccessful, the TDLS

direct link bctwccn thc two non-AP MLDs 2412, 2422 remain on Link 1.

[002121 An cncapsulatcd data frame (c.g. Ethcriype 89-Od Data frame carrying TDLS

payload) may be used as a TDLS Channel Switch Request frame. Fig. 25 shows an

15 example I'ormat of an Ethtu type 89-Od data frame 2500 used to carry 0 TDLS Channel

Switch Request I'rame according to an embodiment oi the present disclosure.

[00213( The Etheriype 89-0d data fraine 2500 comprises a Frame Control field. a

Duration field, an Address I field, an Address 2 field, an Address 3 field, a Sequence

20 Control field, a QoS Control field, a HT Iield, a LLC field, a SNAP field 2502. a

Payload Type field 2504, a Payload field 2506 and a FCS. The Frame Control field, the

Duration field, the Address I field, the Address 2 tield, the Address 3 field. the

Scqucncc ControL the QOS Control field and ihc HT Control field may bc grouped as

MAC header; and the LLC field, the SNAP field 2502, the Payload Type field 2504

25 and thc Payload field 2506 may bc grouped as Fraiuc Body. Thc SNAP field 2502 is

sct to an Etheriype ol'9-0d, and the Payload Type I'ield 2504 is set to correspond to a
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TDLS. The Payload fiuid 2506 comprises a Category field 2508, a TDLS Action field

2510, a Target Channel field, a Link Identifier Element 2512 an ML Elcmcnt 2514. The

Categoiy field 2508 is set to correspond to a TDLS. The TDLS Action field 2510 is set

to correspond to a TLDS Channel Switch Request. Thc Link Identifier Element 2512

5 indicates the cut7ent link. The ML element 2514 comprises an Element ID subfield, a

Length subficld, an Element ID Extension suhfield, a Multi-Link Control subfield

comprising a Type I'icld 2516 and a Prcscncc Bitmap field. a Common hifo field 2518

and Link Info field 2520.

10 [002141 The Type t'ield 2516 is sei to correspond to a TDLS. The Common Inl'o I'ield

2518 comprises an MLD MAC Address subfield set to correspond to the transmitting

non-AP MLD's MLD MAC address Thc Link Info fields 2520 comprises a Link ID

subfield, a Link Identifier Element subfield 2522 and a Capabilities/Operations subficld.

The Link Identifier Element subfield 2522 indicates thc target link to which the MLD

15 intends to switch. Alternatively, the Link Identifier Element subfield 2522 may be

absent and thc Link ID field indicates the target link.

[00215] According to thc present disclosure, a non-AP MLD may request AP or AP

MLD to setup Quiet Time Periods (QTPs) on muluple links via a single request on one

20 link. Fig. 26 depicts a flow chart 2600 illustrating multi-link peer-to-peer

communications bc(ween iwo non-AP MLDs 2612, 2622 associated v iih an AP / AP

MLD 2602 according io an embodiment of thc present disclosure. It is assumed that

non-AP MLDI 2612 has setup TDLS direct links with non-AP MLD2 2622 on Link I

and Link 2. Yon-AP MLD I 2612 may rcqucsi AP / AP MLD 2602 to setup a quiet time

25 period (QTP) on Link I and Link 2 by transmitting a QTP Request 2632 on Link I, the
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QTP Request 2632 comprising an ML element. The ML element indicates the

additional links (e.g. Link 2i supportetl by the MLD.

[00216j AP / AP MLD 2602, which receives the QTP Request 2632, may in response

5 transmit a QTP Response 2642 indicating that the QTP Request is successful. As such,

QTP feature is setup in Link I and Link 2. At the start of a QTP. AP / AP MLD 2602

may transmit QTP Setup frames 2662, 2664 on multiple links io protect the links for

direct communication. Subsequently, non-AP MLD1 2612 now is able to transmit data

frames 2672, 2674, 2682, 2684 io non-AP MLD2 2622 on both direct links, Link I and

10 Link 2, within the QTP 2652.

[002171 Fig. 27 shows an example format of a Quiet Time Period (QTPi

Request/Response 1'rame 2700. Thc QTP Request/Response tramc 2700 composes a

Frame Control field, a Duration field, an Address 1 field, an Address 2 field, an Address

15 3 field, a Scqucncc Control iield, a HT field„a Category field 2702, a HE Action field

2704, a QTP Element, an ML Element 2706 and a FCS. The Frame Control field, the

Duration field, the Address 1 field, the Address 2 ticld, thc Address 3 field, thc

Sequence Control and the HT Control field may be grouped as MAC header: and ihc

Category field 2702, the HE Action field 2704, the QTP Element, the ML Element 2706

20 inay bc grouped as Frame Body. The Category field is 2702 is sct io couvspond to a

HE action. The HE Action field 2704 is set to correspond to a QTP. The ML element

2706 comprises an Element ID subfield, a Length subfield, an Element ID Extension

subficld, a Multi-Link Control subfield comprising a Type field 2708 and a Presence

Bitmap field, a Common Info field 2710 and one or morc Link Info fields 2712.

25
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[00218] The Type field 2708 is set to correspond to a QTP. The Common Info field

2710 comprises an MLD MAC Address subficld set to correspond to thc transmitting

non-AP MLD's MLD MAC address. Each of the one or more Link Info fields 2?12

comprises a Link ID subficld. a QTP Element 2714 which includes QTP parameters for

other link identified by the Link ID in Link ID subfield.

[002191 According to ihe present disclosure, a non-AP MLD may request ihe AP MLD

to setup TDLS-Target Wake Time (TWT) service periods (SPs) on one or morc links

for direct. link communication on thc links. Fig. 28 depicts a liow chad 2800 illustrating

10 multi-link peer-to-peer communications between two non-AP MLDs 2812, 2822

associated with an AP / AP MLD 2802 according to an cmbodimcnt of ihc present

disclosure. 0 is assumed that non-AP MLDI 2812 has setup direct links saith non-AP

MLD2 2822 on Link I and Link 2 Non-AP MLDI 2612 may request AP / AP MLD

2802 to setup TDLS-TWT SPs on Link I and Link 2 by transmitting a TWT Setup

IS Request 2832 on Link I, thc TWT Setup Request 2832 comprising an ML element. The

ML element indicate ihe additional link (c.g. Link 2) supported by thc MLD.

[00220) AP / AP MLD 2802, which receives ihe TWT Setup Request 2832, may in

response transmit a TWT Setup Response 2842 hack to non-AP MLDI 2812 indicating

20 thc TWT Setup Request is successl'ul. An unsolicited TWT Setup Response 2844 is

also transmitted to another STA or MLD, e.g. non-AP MLD2 2822, to request io join

the TWT SP on Link I and Link 2 for ML-TDLS. The TWT SP may be two separate

TWT SPs on Link I and Link 2 having thc same parameters (c.g. Start time. duration

etc.).

25
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[00221] Optionally, a restricted broadcast TWT SP is used to protect the TWT SPs for

ML-TDLS and is overlaid (by AP / AP MLD) over each individual TWT SP to prcvcnt

third party STAs from transmitting during the TDLS-TWT SPs. A restricted broadcast

TWT SP rcfcrs to a broadcast TWT SP in which only the STA that are mcmbcrs of thc

TWT SP tue allowed to access the channel during the TWT SP while all other STAs

are not allowed to access the channel during this time. This is achieved by transmitting

beacon frames 2862. 2854 on each link advertising thc rcstrictcd broadcast TWT SP.

STAs other than the TDLS STA pair will avoid accessing thc channel during the

restricted broadcast TWT SP.

10

[00222] If such TWT SP is requested bv a non-AY MLD, in this case non-AP hlLDI

2812, at the start ot' TWT SP f'r ML-TDLS 2864 within a broadcast restricted TWT

SP 2862, AP / AP MLD 2702 may transmit trigger frames 2872 for peer-to-peer (P2P)

transmissions to each of the direct links. i.e. Link 1 and Link 2. Thc Trigger frame for

15 P2P transnussion may bc based on thc MU-RTS Trigger frame delincd in I lax, or it

may also bc a new variant of thc MU-RTS Trigger frame defined by I I be. Subsequently,

non-AP MLD1 2812 now is able to transmit data frames 2882, 2884. 2892. 2894 to

non-AP MLD2 2822 on both direct links, i.c. Link I and Link 2, within thc TWT SP

2874.

20

[00223] Fig. 29 shows an example format of a Target Wake Time (TWT) Setup frame

2900 and a TWT Element 2906 of the TWT Setup frame 2900. The TWT Setup frame

2900 may be used a TWT Request or TWT Response, comprises a Frame Control field,

a Duration field, an Address 1 field, an Address 2 field, an Address 3 field, a Sequence

26 Control field, a HT field, a Categoty field 2902, an Action field 2904, a TWT Element
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2906, an ML Element 2908 and a FCS. The Frame Control field, the Duration field, the

Address I field, the Address 2 field, the Address 3 field, thc Scqucncc Control and the

IIT Control field may he grouped as MAC header; and the Category field 2902, the

Action field 2904, the TWT Element 2906, thc ML Element may bc grouped as Frame

5 Body. The Category field is 2902 is set to conespond to an unprotected SIG Action.

The Action field 2904 is sct to corrcspond to a TWT Setup. The ML element 2908 may

carry TWT Elements for TWT SP on other links.

[00224] Thc TWT Element 2906 comprises an Element ID I'icld, a Length field, a

10 Control field 2910 and a TWT Parameter Information field 2912. The Control field

2910 comprises a Negotiation Type subfield, a TWT Information Frame Disabled

subl'ield, a Wake Duration Unit suhfield, a Multi-AP Coordinated TWT subl'ield and a

TDLS TWT 2914 subfield. The TDLS TWT subfield 2914 is used to indicate TWT SP

for TDLS.

[002251 The TWT Parameter Information field 2912 comprises a Request Type

subfield comprising a Trigger field 2916, a Target Wake Time subficld, a Nominal

Minimum TWT Wake Duration sublicld. a TWT Wake Interval Mantissa subl'icld, a

TWT Channel subtield and a Peer STA MAC Address subfield 2918. The Trigger field

20 2916 of the Request Type subficld include a request by thc non-AP MI,D to AP or AP

MLD to transmit trigger frame at thc start of a TWT SP on thc direct links to provide

transmission opportunities for direct link communication. The Peer STA MAC Address

field 2918 compriscs MAC Address of the TDLS Peer STA.
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[00226] Advantageously, the present disclosure illustrates that the benefits of TWT

protocol is cxtcnded to direct link communication. The MAC Address of thc TDLS

Peer STA included in the Peer STA MAC Address field in a TWT Setup Request frame

may be used by the AP to transmit an unsolicited TWT Setup Response frame to thc

peer STA io invite it io also join the same TWT SP. Alternatively, the peer STA can

also request the AP for TWT SP.

[00227] In various embodiments, as mentioned earlier in Figs. 2A and 2B, ML-TDLS

Discovery may also bc performed by exchanging Access Network Qucrv

10 Protocol (ANQP) Request/Response frames (type of Group Address Generic

Advcrtiscmcnt Scrvicc (GAS) Request/Response frames) over the direct path. Fig. 30A

shows an example fonna( of'n ANQP Request frame 3000. The ANQP Request t'rame

3000 comprises a Frame Control field, a Duration field, an Address I field, an Address

2 field, an Address 3 field. a Sequence Control field, a HT field, a Category field, a

IS Public Action field 3002, a Dialog Tokmi iield, an Advcrtisemcnt Protocol Element

3004, a Query Request field 3006, and a FCS. The Frame Control field, thc Duration

field, the Address I field, the Address 2 field, the Address 3 field, the Sequence Control

and thc HT Control field may bc grouped as MAC header; and ihc Categorv iield. (he

Public Aciion field 3002, the Dialog Token field, the Advertisement Protocol Element

20 3004 and thc Query Rcqucst field 3006 may bc grouped as Frame Body. The Public

Action Iield 3002 is sei to correspond to a GAS Request and the Advertisement Protocol

Element 3004 is set to correspond to an ANQP. The Query Request field 3006

comprises TDLS Capability ANQP Element which v ill be elaborated in Fig. 30C.
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[00228] Fig. 30B shows an example format of an ANQP Response frame 3020. The

ANQP Rcsponsc frame 3020 comprises a Fmmc Control field, a Duration field, an

Address I field, an Address 2 field, an Address 3 field. a Sequence Control field, a HT

t'icld, a Category field, a Public Action field 3022, a Dialog Token t'icld, a Status Code

field, an Advettisement Protocol Element 3024. a Query Response field 3026, and a

FCS. The Frame Control field, the Duration field, the Address 1 field, the Address 2

field. thc Address 3 field, ihc Scqucncc Control and ihc HT Control field may bc

grouped as MAC header; and the Category field, thc Public Action field 3022, the

Dialog Token field, thc Status Code field, thc Advcrtiscmcnt Protocol Element 3024

10 and the Query Response field 3026 may be grouped as Frame Body. Similarly, the

Public Action field 3022 is set to correspond to a GAS Request and thc Advertisement

Protocol Element 3024 is sei io correspond to an ANQP. The Query Rcsponsc field

3026 comprises a TDLS Capability ANQP Element v htch will bc elaborated in Fig.

30C.

[002291 Fig. 30C shows an example fomtai of a TDLS Capability ANQP Element

3040. The TDLS Capability ANQP Element 3040 is carried in the Query Request field

3006 and Query Response field 3026 and carries information ol'hc MLD as well as the

supported direct links. The TDLS Capability ANQP Element 3040 comprises Info ID

20 field 3042, a Length field, a Peer lnfortnation field 3044. Thc Info ID field 3042 is set

to correspond to TDLS Capability. The Peer Information iield 3044 comprises a Mode

field, a BSSID field and a MAC field. representing the BSSID and the MAC Address

of the MLD operating on the link in which the ANQP frame is transmitted, a Network

Into field 3046, an MLD Into field 304g carrying inl'ormation about the MLD, and an
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Other Link Info field 3050 carrying infoimation of the other links of the MLD such as

BSSID and MAC Address of the STA operating on the link.

[00230] Thc Network Info field 3046 indicates whether thc network is DHCP, IP or

5 Netmask. The MLD Info field 3048 carrying a Number of Supported Links field and

MLD MAC address ol the transmitting MLD. Thc TDLS Capability ANQP Elmnent

3040 may comprise one or more Other Link Info lields 3050 cat7ying information about

links other than thc link in which the ANQP Response frame is transmitted. In an

cmbodimcnt, the TDLS Capability ANQP Elcmcnt. 3040 docs not comprises any ol'hc

10 Other Link Info fields 3050 in the ANQP Request frame. Advantageously, the present

disclosure also enables ML-TDLS discovery using ANQY, and thc Other Link Info field

may carry information about the other links in the ANQP Response frame.

[0023i] According to the present disclosure, when an ML-TDLS Discovery is initiated

15 by a non-AP MLD (TDLS Initiator) by transinitting a TDLS Discovery Request frame,

instead of carrying a TDLS ML element, thc TDLS Discovery Request frame may carry

an indication, for cxamplc a Link Identifier clement, to identify that thc transmitting

STA is affiliated v:ith a non-AP MLD. A non-AP MLD that receives thc TDLS

Discovery Request frame with the Link Identifier element can recognize that the TDLS

20 Initiator is an MLD rnid will respond accordingly.

[00232] Fig. 31 shows an example fonrtat of a l,ink Identifier Flement 3100 included

in TDLS Discovery Request frame as an ML indication. Thc Link Idcntil'icr elcmcnt

3100 comprises an Element ID field, a Length field, a BSSID field, a TDLS initiator

25 STA Address field, a TDLS Rcspondcr STA Address field, an MLD Info field

comprising a Number of Supported Links field and an MLD MAC field.
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Advantageously, this reduces the signaling overhead for lvlL-TDLS discovery using

TDLS Discovery Rcqucst frame.

[00233] Fig. 32 shows an example configuration of a communication device 3200 and

6 two communication apparatuses 3202, 3204 affiliated with the communication device

3200. Thc communication dcvicc 3200 is implcmcnted as a non-AP MLD and each of

the affiliated communication apparatuses 3202, 3204 may be implemented as a STA

configured for multi-link peer-to-pcer communication and multi-link TDLS

discoicry/setup according to various cmbodimcnts in thc prcscnt disclosure. Thc

10 communication device 3200 further comprises a multi-link TDLS Module 3212

configured for perform multi-hnk TDLS discovery/setup according to abovc-

mentioned embodiments. The communication device 3200 further comprises a MAC

SAP 3210 used for communicating with an internet layer and/or Distribution Scrvicc

(DS), Each of the communication apparatuses 3202, 3204 affiliated with the

15 communication dcvicc offcring a link 3226, 3236 to associate with and capable of

transmiuing/receiving signals to/from other external communication

apparatuses/devices and/or the DS. Each affiliated communication apparatus 3202,

3204 comprises a MAC layer 3222. 3232 and a PHY (physicali layer 3224, 3234, thc

PHY layer connecting with a radio transmitter, a radio receiver and an antenna used for

20 transmitting/receiving signal to/from other communication apparatuses/dcviccs

through a corresponding link 3226, 3236. In an embodimenk the MAC layer 3222, 3232

comprises a storage module storing its STA MAC address and an optional STA MAC

SAP for direct communication with the Internet layer and/or DS for traffic to/from

legacy STAs.

25
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[00234] Fig. 33 shows an example configuration of a communication device 3300 and

trio communication apparatuses 3302, 3304 affiliated with thc communication device

3300. The communication device 3300 is implemented as an AP MLD and each of the

altiliated communication apparatuses 3302, 3304 may bc implcmentcd as an AP

5 cont'igured I'or multi-link peer-to-peer communication and multi-Jink TDLS

discovery/setup according to various embodiments in the present disclosure The

communication device 3300 comprises an association record module 3316 storing ihc

MLD MAC addresses of each associated non-AP MLD and thc MAC Addresses of the

STAs affiliated with each associated MLD, thc Association ID (AID) assigned to thc

10 non-AP MLD etc. The communication device 3300 further comprises a Data I'rame

forward module 3312 for rccciving a data frame from an associated STA, dcieimining

ihe dcsiinaiion address of'he data frame relates to another associated STA or MLD,

and forwarding the data frame to another associated STA or MLD accordingly and

setting thc SA field of tli 2 forwarded frame based on whether the receiving device is an

15 MLD or a non-MLD STA. The communication device 3300 also compidses ML-

QTP/ML-TWT processing module 3314 for setting up QTP I'unctions (c.g. rccciving

QTP Request from and transmitting Q'I'V Response and QTP Setup frame io an

associated STA) and TWT functions (c.g. receiving TWT Setup Request from and

iransmiuing TWT Setup Response. Beacon frame and Trigger frame to an associated

20 STA) on direct link(s) between associated STAs and/or MLDs.

[00235] Thc communication device 3300 further comprises a MAC SAP 3310 used

for communicating with an Internet layer and/or DS. Each of the communication

apparatuses 3302, 3304 affiliated v:iih ihe communication device oflering a link 3326,

25 3336 to associated with and capable of transmitting/receiving signals to/from other
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external communication apparatuses/devices and/or thc DS. Each affiliated

communication apparatus 3302, 3304 comprises a MAC layer 3322, 3332 and a PHY

(physical) layer 3324, 3334, the PHY layer connecting with a radio transmitter, a radio

rccciver and an antenna used for transmitting/rccciving signal to/from other

communication apparatuses/devices through a corresponding link 3326, 3336. In an

embodiment, the MAC layer comprises a storage module storing its AP MAC address

and an optional AP MAC SAP I'or direct communication with thc Intcrnci layer for

traffic to/from legacy STAs.

10 [002361 The present disclosure can be realized by software, Jvardware, or software in

cooperation with hardware. Each functional block used in ihe description of each

cmbodimcni described above can be partly or entirely rcalizcd by an LSI such as an

tntcgratcd circuit, and each process described in each embodiment may be controlled

pally or entirely by thc same LSI or a combination of LSIs. Thc LSI may bc

16 individually formed as chips, or one chip may be formed so as io include a pari or all

of thc functional blocks. Thc LSI may include a data input and output coupled thereto.

The LSI here may be refened to as an JC, a system LSI, a super LS1, or an ultra LSI

depending on a difference in thc dcgrcc of integration. Hov:ever. thc tcchniquc of

implementing an integrated circuit is not limited to ihc LSI and may be realized by

20 using a dedicated circuit, a general-purpose processor, or a special-purpose processor.

ht addition, a FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Anay) that can be programmed after

the manufacture ol'he LSI or a reconfigurable processor in which the connections and

the settings of circuit cells disposed inside the LSI can be reconfigured may be used

Thc prcscnt disclosure can bc rcalizcd as digital processing or analogue processing. If

2S future integrated circuit technology replaces LSIs as a result of the advancement of
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semiconductor technology or other derivative technology, the functional blocks could

bc integrated using the future integrated circuit technology. Biotechnology can also be

applletl.

[002371 The present disclosure can be realized by any kind of apparatus, device or

system having a function of communication, which is referred as a communication

device.

[00238] Some non-limiting cxamplcs ol'uch cotmnunication dcvicc include a phone

10 (e.g., cellular (cell) phone. smart phone), a tablet, a personal computer (PC) (e.g., laptop,

desktop, netbook), a camera (e.g., digital still/video camera), a digital player (digital

audio/video player), a wcarablc device (e.g., wcarablc camera, smart watch, tracking

device), a game console, a digital book reader, a tclchealth/tclernedicinc (remote health

and medicine) device, and a vehicle providing communication functionality (e.g..

I S automotive. airplane, ship), and various combinations thereof.

[002391 The communication device is not limited to be portable or movable, and may

also include any kind of apparatus, device or system being non-portable or stationary,

such as a smart home device (c.g., an appliance, lighting. smart meter, control panel), a

20 vending machine, and any other "things" in a network of an "Internet of Things (loT)"

[00240'( The communication may include exchanging data through, for example. a

cellular system, a wireless LAN system. a satellite system, etc., and various

combinations thcrcof.

25
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[00241] The communication device may comprise an apparatus such as a controller or

a sensor which is coupled to a communication apparatus performing a function of

communication described in the present disclosure. For example, the communication

device may comprise a controller or a sensor that gcneratcs control signals or data

5 signals which are used by a communication apparatus perl'orming a communication

function of the communication device.

[00242] Thc communication device also may include an inlrastructurc lacility, such as

a base station. an access point, and any other apparatus, device or system that

communicatcs with or controls apparatuses such as those in thc above non-limiting

10 examples.

[00243] A non-limiting cxamplc ol'a station may be one included in a first plurality of

stations affiliated with a multi-link station logical entity (i.e. such as an MLD), wherein

as a part ol'he first plurality of stations affiliated with the, multi-link station logical

15 entity, stations of the lirst plurality of stations share a common medium access control

(h [AC) dais scrvicc intcrfacc to an upper layer, whcrcin thc common MAC data service

interface is associated with a common MA( address or a Traffic Identifier (TID).

[00244] Thus, it ctut be seen that the present embodiments provide communication

20 devices and methods for operation over multiple links in order to fully realize the

throughput gains ol'ulti-link communication, in particular for multi-link secured

rctransmissions.

[00245] The following examples are described in the present disclosure:
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l. A communication apparatus of a plurality of communication apparatuses

affiliated with a first multi-link dcvicc (hILD), each of the plurality of communication

apparatuses operating in a corresponding link of the first MLD, the communication

apparatus comprising:

S circuitry, which in operation, generates a request frame, the request frame heing one ot'

discovery request frame to discover a peer-to-peer communication capability of

another communication apparatus, or a setup request frame to rcqucst setup of onc or

more direct links, the tcquest frame carrying a multi-link (ML) indication identifying

that the communication apparatus is alfiliated with thc first MLD; and

10 a transmiuer, which in operation, transmits the request I'rame in a link.

2. The communication apparatus according to example I, wherein thc rcqucst

frame is onc of a Tunnelled Direct Link Setup (TDLS) Discovery Request frame, a

TDLS Setup Request frame and an Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) Request

1S frame.

3. The communication apparatus according to example I, wherein the ML

indication is an ML elcmcnt, thc ML clement carrying information about thc first MLD

and inl'ormation of at least one other link supported by the first MLD.

20

4. The communication apparatus according to example 2, wherein the ML

indication is included correspondingly in onc of a Link Identifier element in the TDLS

Discovery Request frame and a TDLS capability ANQP-element in the ANQP request

frame.

25
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5. Thc communication apparatus according to example 1, further comprising:

a receiver, which in operation. rcccivcs, from the other communication apparatus, a

TDLS Discovery Response frame carrying an ML element, the ML element carrying

tnl'ormation about a second MLD with which thc other communication apparatus is

5 afliliated and infortnation of at least one other link supported by the second MLD.

6. The communication apparatus according to example 1, further comprising:

a rcccivcr, which in operation, rcccivcs, from thc other communication apparatus, an

AYQP response frame carrying an ML field, the ML field carrying information about

10 a second MLD with which the other conununication apparatus is affiliated and

infotmation of't least one other link supported by the second MLD.

7. The communication apparatus of example 1, wherein thc circuitry is further

configured to gencratc at least one of a TDLS Setup Request frrune and a TDLS Setup

15 Conl'irm frame; the at least one of the TDLS Setup Request frame and the TDLS Setup

Confirm frame carrying an ML clement, thc ML element carrying information about

the first MLD and infortnation of at least one other link supported by the first MLD;

and the transmitter further transmits the at least onc of thc TDLS Setup Request frame

and the TDLS Setup Conlirm frame to a second MLD with which thc other

20 communication apparatus is affiliated.

8. The communication apparatus of example 1, further comprising:

a rcccivcr, which in operation, rcccivcs, from thc other communication

apparatus, a TDLS Setup Response frame carrying an ML element, the ML element

25 canying information about a second MLD with which thc other communication
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apparatus is affiliated and information of at least one other link supported by the second

MLD.

9. The communication apparatus of example 7 or 8, whcrcin, in response to an

8 exchange of the TDLS Setup Request frame, the TDLS Setup Response frame and the

TDLS Setup Confirm frame, the circuitry is further configured to:

sei up onc or morc direct links between ihc lirst MLD and ihc second MLD.

10. The communication apparatus of example 9, whcrcin thc at least onc of thc

10 TDLS Setup Request 1'rame. the TDLS Setup Response frame and the TDLS Setup

Confirm frame comprises TDLS PeerKey (TPK) handshake messages, and the circuitry

is futthcr conligured io:

generate a TPK to encrypt one or more fmmcs transmitted on thc one or morc

direct link and/or decrypt one or more frames received on the one or more direct link.

15

20

11. The communication apparatus of example 10, wherein each of the ai least one

of the TDLS Setup Request frame, the TDLS Setup Response frame and the TDLS

Setup Confirm frame comprises a corresponding ML clement, and the circuitry is

further configured to:

calculate a message integrity code of the each of the TDLS Setup Response

frame and ihe TDLS Setup Conl'irm frmnc based on the corresponding ML element.

12. The communication apparatus of example 9, wherein common multi-link

fcaturcs supported by thc first MLD and ihc second MLD arc available in ihc onc or

2S more direct links; the common multi-link features including multi-link block ack, cross
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link retransmission of frames, MLD MAC address based Additional Authentication

Data and Nonce construction during an encapsulation or a dccapsulation of frames

under a Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code

Protocol (CCMP) or a Galois/Counter Mode Protocol (GCMP).

13. The communication apparatus of example 9, wherein the circuitry is further

configured to gcncrate a TDLS Channel Switch Rcqucst 1'ramc to switch from one to

another one of thc onc or more direct links, thc TDLS Channel Switch Request frame

carrying an ML clement, thc ML clcmcnt carrying information of thc other onc link of

10 the one or more direct links; and the transmitter I'urther transmits the TDLS Chimnel

Switch Request frame to the second MLD.

14. The communication apparatus of example 0, wherein the circuitry is further

configured to generate a Quiet Time Period (QTP) Request frame to setup a quiet time

1S period on at least one link of the one or more direct links, the QTP Request frame

carrying an ML clement, thc ML elcmcnt catxying information ol'hc at least onc link

of the one or more direct links; and the transmitter further transmits the QTP Request

frame to an access point multi-link dcvicc (AP-MLD) associated with thc first MLD.

20 1S. The communication apparatus of exainple 1, futther comprising:

a receiver, which in operation, receives, from the other communication

apparatus, a request frame, thc request friune being onc of a discovery truest frame to

discover a peer-to-peer communication capability of the conununication apparatus, or

a setup request frame to rcqucst setup of onc or morc direct links. v hcrcin thc circuitry

2S is further configured to;
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10

determine if thc received request frame carries an ML indication identifying

that thc other communication apparatus is affiliated with a second MLD;

in response to determining the received request frame carries the ML

indication identifying that thc other communication apparatus is afliliated with thc

second MLD, set a Transmitter Address (TA) field of frames iransmined over the

one of the one or more direct links to an address can ied in a TDLS Responder Station

(STA) Address field of a Link Identifier clement of ihc rcccivcd request frame, and

in response to detctmining the received request frame does not carry the ML

indication identifying that thc other communication apparatus is affiliated with thc

second MLD, set the TA field ol'he 1'rames transmitted over the one ot the one or

more direct links to a media access control (MAC) address of an affiliated

communication apparatus of thc second MLD transmitting thc frames over thc onc

of the one or morc direct links.

16 16. The communication apparatus ol'xample 9, ~herein the circuitry is further

configured to gcneratc a Target Wake Time (TWT) Setup Request frame to setup TWT

service periods (S Ps) on at least one link of ihe one or more direct links, the TWT Setup

Request fratnc carrying a TWT elrnncnt cmrying information of thc TWT SP for the at

least one link ol'hc one or morc direct links; and the transmitter further transmits the

70 TWT Setup Request frante to an AP-MLD associated with the first MLD.

17. The communication apparatus of example 16, wherein the TWT Setup Request

frame carries an ML element, the ML element carrying information of the at least one

link of ihe onc or morc links.

25
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18. Thc communication apparatus of example 2, wherein the circuitry is further

configured to:

set a tmnsmitter address field of the TDLS Discovery Request frame to a MAC

address of thc communication apparatus when thc other communication apparatus is

not affiliated with a second hlLD.

10

19. An access point (AP) of a plurality ol'Ps affiliated with an AP MLD, eachol'hc

plurality of APs operating in a corresponding link of thc AP MLD, the AP

comprising:

a receiver, which in operation, receives in a link, I'rom an associated

conununication apparatus affiliated with an MLD, a Data frame with a Destination

Address (DA) field sct to another associated communication apparatus that is not

affiliated with an MLD;

circuitry, which in operation, sets a source address (SA) field of thc Data frame

1S as a MAC address ol'the associated communication apparatus; and

a transmitter, which in operation, transmits thc Data frame to thc other

associated communication apparatus.

20

20. A communication method comprising:

generating a request frame. the request frante being one of a discovery request

frame to discover a pcer-to-peer communication capability ol' communication

apparatus, or a setup request frame to request setup of one or more direct links, the

request frame canying an ML indication identifying that another communication

apparatus transmitting thc rcqucst frame is aITiliatcd v ith an MLD: and

25 transmitting the request frame in a link.
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[00246] While exemplary cmbodimcnts have been prcsentccl in the foregoing detailed

description of the present embodiments, it should be appreciated that a vast number of

variations cxtst. It should further be appreciated that the cxmnplary mnbodiments arc

examples. and are not intended to limit the scope, applicability, operation, or

configuration of this disclosure in any way Rather. the foregoing detailed description

will provide those skilled in thc art with a convenient road map for implcmcnting

exempltny cmbodimcnts, it heing understood that various changes may be made in the

function and arrangcmcnt of steps and method of operation dcscribcd in the exemplary

10 embodiments and modules and structures ot'evices described in the exemplary

embodiments without departing from the scope of thc subject matter as set forth in the

appended claims.
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CLAIMS

l. A communication apparatus of a plurality of communication appmatuses

affiliated with a first multi-link device (MLD), each of the plurality of communication

S apparatuses operating in a corresponding link of the first MLD, the communication

apparatus comprising:

circuitry, which in operation, generates a request frame, ihe request 1'rame

heing one of a discovery request frame tn discover a peer-to-pem communication

capability of another communication apparatus, or a setup rcqucsi frame io rcqucsi

10 setup ol one or more direct links, ihe request lrame carrying a multi-link (ML)

indication identifying that the communication apparatus is affiliated with thc first

MLD; and

a transmitter, which in operation, transmits the request frame in a link.

15 2. The communication apparatus according to claim 1. whcrcin thc request frame

is one of a Tunnelled Direct Link Setup (TDLS) Discovery Request frame, a TDLS

Setup Request frame and an Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) Request frame.

3. The communication apparatus according io claim 1. whcrcin ihe ML

20 tndication is an ML element, the ML element carrying tnlormation about ihe lu st

MLD and infonttation of at least one other link supported by the first MLD.
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4. Thc communication apparatus according to claim 2. wherein the ML

indication is included correspondingly in one of a Link Identifier clement in the TDLS

Discovety Request frame and a TDLS capability ANQP-element in the ANQP request

t'ramc.

5. The communication apparatus accordmg to claim 1. further comprtsing:

a receiver. which in operation. receives. from the other communication

apparatus, a TDLS Discovery Response frame carrying an ML element, the ML

element carrying information about a second MLD svith which the other

IO communication apparatus is affiliated and information of at least onc other link

supported by the second MI,D.

6. The communication apparatus according to claim I, further comprising:

a receiver, which in operation, receives, from the other communication apparatus, an

IS ANQP response frame carrying an ML field, thc ML field carrying information about

a second MLD with which the other communication apparatus is affiliated and

mtonnation of at least onc other link supported by thc second MLD.

7. The communication apparatus of claim I, wherein the circuitry is further

20 configured to gcntuatc at least onc of a TDLS Setup Rcqucst frame and a TDLS Setup

Confirm frame; thc at least one of the TDLS Setup Request frame and tire TDLS

Setup Confirm frame carrying an ML element, the ML element cataying information
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about the first MLD and information of at least one other link supported by the first

MLD; anil

ihe transmitter further transmits ihe at least one of the TDLS Setup Request frame and

the TDLS Setup Confirtn frame to a second MLD with which the other

S communication apparatus is affiliated.

8. The communication apparatus of claim 1, further comprising:

a receiver, which in operation, reccircs, from the other communication

apparatus, a TDLS Setup Response frame cataying an ML clcmcnt, the ML clcmcnt

10 carrying infortnation about a second MLD with which the other communication

apparatus is affiliated and information of at least onc other link supported by thc

second MLD.

9. The communication apparatus of claim 7 or 8, wherein, in response to an

1S exchange of thc TDLS Setup Request frame, thc TDLS Setup Response frame and thc

TDLS Setup Confiian frame. the circuitry is further configured to:

sci up one or more direct links between the first MLD and the second MLD.

10. The communication apparatus of claim 9, wherein thc at least one of the

20 TDLS Setup Request frame, the TDLS Setup Response frame and the TDLS Setup

Confirm frame cornpriscs TDLS PccrKcy (TPK) handshake mcssagcs, and thc

circuitry is 1'urther configured to:
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generate a TPK to encrypt onc or more frames transmitted on the one or more

direct link and/or decrypt onc or more fmmcs receivctl on the onc or morc direct link.

11. The communication apparatus of claim 10, whcrcin each of thc ai. least oneol'he

TDLS Setup Request frame, the TDLS Setup Response frame and the TDLS

Setup Confirm frame comprises a concsponding ML clcmcnt, and the circuitry is

1'urther configured to:

calculate a message integrity code of ihe each of the TDLS Setup Response

frame and the TDLS Setup Confirm frame based on the corresponding ML element.

10

12. The communication apparatus of claim 9, wherein common multi-link features

supported by thc first MLD and the second MLD are availablc in the one or morc

direct links; the common multi-link features including multi-link block ack, cross link

rctransmission of frames, MLD MAC address based Additional Authentication Data

15 and Nonce construction during an encapsulation or a dccapsulation of frames under a

Counter Mode with Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol

(CCMP) or a Galois/Counter Mode Protocol (GCMP).

13. The communication apparatus of claim 9, wherein thc citvuitry is furthcr

20 configured io generate a TDLS Channel Switch Request frame to switch from one io

another one of the one or more direct links, the TDLS Channel Switch Request frame

carrying an ML element, the ML clcmcnt carrying information of thc other onc link of

the onc or more direct links; and
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the transmitter further transmits the TDLS Channel Switch Request frame io

thc second MLD.

14. An access point (AP) ol' pluraliiy of APs al'filiaicd with an AP MLD, each ol'

the pluraliiy of APs operating in aconesponding link of the AP MLD, the AP

compristng:

a receiver, which in operation, receives in a link, from an associated

communicaiion apparatus affiliated wiih an MLD, a Daia frame with a Desiinaiion

Address (DA) field set to another associated communicaiion apparatus that is not

IO affiliated with an MLD;

circuitry, which in operation, acts a source address (SA) field of the Data

frame as a MAC address of the associated communication apparatus; and

a transmitter, which in operation, transmits thc Data I'rame to thc other

associated communication apparatus.

15. A communicaiion method comprising:

gcncrating a rcqucst frame, thc request frame being onc of a discovery request

frame to discover a peer-to-peer communication capability of a communication

apparatus, or a setup request frame to rcqucst setup of onc or morc direct links, thc

20 request frame carrying an ML indication identifying thai another communication

appmatus transmitting the request frtnne is affiliated vv ith an MI,D; and

transmitting the request frame in a link.
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PCT Rule 13.2, first sentence, states that unity of invention is only fulfilled when there is a technical relationship among
the claimed inventions involving one or more of the same or corresponding special technical features. PCT Rule 13.2,
second sentence, defines a special technical feature as a feature which makes a contnbution over the pnor art. When
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distinct groups.

Group 1. claims 1-13 and 15

Group 1 is directed to a communication apparatuses affiliated with a first MLD for generating and transmitting a
discovery/setup request frame to another communication apparatus, wherein the request frame carrying a multi-link

(ML) indication identifying that the communication apparatus is affiliated with the first MLD. In short, this Group is

mainly directed to a ML indication field of a discovery/setup request frame operated by a MLD.

Group2 claim14

Group 2 is directed to an AP affiliated with an AP MLD for receiving a data frame from an associated communication
apparatus affiliated with an MLD, wherein setting a SA field of the data frame as the MAC address of an associated
communication apparatus when the DA field is set to another associated communication that is not affiliated with an
MLD. In short, this Group is mainly directed to SA and DA fields of a data frame operated by an AP.

Therefore, these two groups are directed to different fields of different frames operated by different entities.

The only common feature among the above 2 groups of claims relates to "a communication apparatus affihated with a
MLD" and "another communication apparatus", which are however well known in the art before the pnonty date of the
present application, and cannot be considered to be a special technical feature. Thus, the inventions defined in the 2
groups of claims are not so linked as to form a single inventive concept involving one or more of the same or
corresponding special technical features Therefore, there is a lack of unity a priori
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